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PRESIDENT'S WISH

However no Coercion of Federal Officials Intended
AND

CLEAR

v

.

SPICY

LETTERS

Executive States His Position
on Question Clearly and
Strongly.
Several New Mexico and El Paso
newspapers of recent dates have published extracts from a letter addressed by President Roosevelt to Mark A.
Rodgers, secretary o ithe Arizona
Joint Statehood. League at Tucson, In
which the position of the President
upon the conduct of federal officials
in the sister Territory is set forth.
The extract' published does not give
lhe case in its entirety. The New
Mexican believes this should he done
and hence herewith publishes the letter addressed to the President by Mr.
Rodgers, and the President's reply
thereto. It will prove of interest and
will throw more light upon the joint
statehood situation In the two Territories. -- The letters read:
The Rodgers Letter.
June 23, 1900.
Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, President
of the United States, Washington,

-

D. C.i

Dear Sir I am Instructed by the
executive committee of the Arizona
Statehood Association to address this
communication to you with a clipping from the Tucson Post of even
date; which shows the attitude of
that organ on the statehood question.
The editor of the paper Is Allen B.
Jaynes, clerk of the U. S. Court in
this district and an appointee of
Judge J. H. Campbell, recently
appointed by the President and who Is
also a strenuous opponent of . the
jointure idea. The only reason these
men oppose jointure Is that they are
federal office holders and could probably not be elected to their present
offices
people could express a
choice. It Is reported here, that Judge
Campbell owns n Interest "in - the
'"
paper. '"
This association again , suggests
that steps .be taken to see that federal officers in the Territory be eit&Tr
replaced by men favorable to the policy of the administration or that they
receive some intimation as to the nature of that policy. This matter is
exceedingly important and particularly at" this time when wo need
newspapers. I would say in conclusion that the prospects for the passage pf the referendum by a popular
vote at the November election were
never so bright as at present.
We
need help, however, and particularly
newspaper influence.
Very sincerely yours,
(Signed.) 'MARK A. RODGERS,
'
'.
Secretary.
,
The President's Reply.
My Dear Sir': .
I have received your letter of the
23rd protesting against certain federal
officials taking part against statehood
In the pending campaign In Arizona.
.
I do not desire to coerce the action
of any man in Arizona, whether he
does or does not hold my commission.
The federal officials are to have the
same right as any other citizen to express their sentiments and vote as
they choose, though of course they are
not to use their offices so as in any
way to control or influence the popular vote. Subject, however,- to this
last qualification, their right to speech
and action is untramraeled just as
much so as with any private citizen.
It is proper, however, that having
said this, I should . add my earnest
hope that the people of the Territory
of Arizona in their wisdom will decide!
to enter the Union as a part of the!
great State of Arizona. No man cAi
foretell what will happen In future;
but it is my belief that If the people
of Arizona let this chance go by they
will have to wait very many years
before the chance again offers itself,
and even then it will Very probably
be only upon the present terms that
is, upon the condition of being Joined
with New Mexico.
If the people of
Arizona come in now they will achieve
what every
American
ought to wish toachieve; that is, the
If they reright of
fuse what is proffered them and
what In my opinion is proffered upon
the only proper and permissible terms
they condemn themselves to an indefinite continuance of a condition of
tutelage.
I have a peculiar affection for the
people of the four Territories which,
under the Act of Congress I have just
signed, now have the opportunity to
enter as two States into pur Federal
Union. These Territories are Allied with
men and women of the stamp for
which I grew, to feel so hearty a regard and respect during the years that
I myself lived and worked on the great
plains and in the Rocky Mountains.
It was from these four Territories
that I raised the regiment with which
.v.I took part in the Cuban campaign,
Assuredly I would under no clrcum-;,- .
stances advise the people of these Territories to do anything that I considered to he against either their moral
I feel
or their material
that for them now. to refuse to come
e

'

.
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well-bein-

JUDGE MORRISON
ON ESTANCIA VALLEY
Praises People and Believes They Will
Make Success of Farm Dis-

RIO GRANDE ELECTRIC
RAILWAY PLANNED COSSACKS

IL

TO

EMPEROR WILLIAM

tricts.

Judge A. L. Morrison returned yesterday afternoon from Estancia, where
he delivered an address on th Fourth
of July. The judge is very enthusiastic over the Estancia Valley, concernAl-tona
ing which he had the following to
say:
"I was never more agreeably surprised In my life than I was when I
saw the Improvement which has take!
place in the Estancia Valley, since I
FACTORY IN SEATTLE
was there about two years Ago. It
Is a splendid country and the people
Who are going there are making the
best of it. There are settlers from Found by Police in Searching
ns far west as the stale of Washing- Outlaw's Home Man
Ion and as far east as Pennsylvania
was Bricklayer.
and Georgia, but most of them are
from the central States.
They are
Altona, Prussia, July 6. An alleged
the sons of the pioneers of the middle West and tihey are the class of anarchist, named Rosenberg, who is
people who do not know the meaning reported to have come from Seattle,
Washington,, was arrested here yesterof the word "fall."
"A corporation has been formed far day. He is accused ot having had dethe purpose of drilling an artesian well signs on the life of Emperor William.
Bomb Plant in Seattle Home.
and the drilling machine arrived just
Seattle,
Wash., July 6. The police
before I left yesterday. They will get
here, acting at the Instance of the
water if they are compelled to go German
government, raided a house
to tihe center of gravity for it, so deformerly occupied by August Rosentermined are they to carry out their berg, and found a
plant for making
purpose. I do not think this will bo bombs and infernal machines. Rosnecessary, however, as it Is my opin- enberg, who is a bricklayer, left Seion that water can be obtained at a attle for Hamburg May 1st.
reasonable depth.
"The enthusiasm
of the settlers
t
ALrUNoU
and the fact that they have their fam- ilies with them Is evidence enough
APPOINTS CABINET.
to one that they intend to remain.
In fact, they have not even time
Members Chose
Represent 8ame
enough to talk much about politics, f
General Policy as Did Those
so busy are they planning what they
who Resigned,
intend to do on their homesteads.
What is still better, it is not all planMadrid, July 6. King Alfonso toning with them, for already they have day announced the appointments of
ministers to succeed the cabinet headaccomplished a great deal.
"For miles around Estancia one ed by Moret Y. Prendergast, which recan see the homes of the settlers and signed yesterday. Field Marshal Losigns of prosperity. It reminds one pez Dominguez is premier and minisof what we read of our forefathers 75 ter ot war in the new cabinet. Tile
or 100 years ago, when they first be- new ministry represents the same
gan to build up a new country. These general policy as that which resigned,
and consists of prominent men reprepeople came to Estancia with a little
senting the various liberal groups In
money, set about to put it to the best the
senate nnd the chamber of depuuse and as they are sturdy, economf
ties.
cal people, I know they will succeed.
"I imaj appear enthusiastic
overi
the valley, but everybody who goes NO RELIEF
there is the same way. You cannot'
FROM HEAT
s'"
say too much in praise of Estancia'
t
and its citizens.
"Mr. Groves, 'formerly of Wichita, Despite Heavy Rains, the Spell of
Sultriness in the East Remains
Kansas, who recently arrived' Sn the
Unbroken, - valley, has concluded to establish .n
broom factory near Morlarty, having
New York, July C The oppressive
come to (the conclusion that broom
and sultry conditions today, which the
corn can be made a staple and abunheat wave haxdly relieved at all by
dant crop in that section. He has al- tho
heavy rains of last night and toIn
broom day, proved as trying as ever on the
ready planted fifteen acres
corn on his homestead entry near lower East side
among the crowded
that station and expects to make an tenements and also caused prostraabundant harvest.
Machinery for tions and at least one fatality in the
that purpose has been ordered by him upper part of the city as well.
and it lis more than likely that he will There was one death today in the lowactively engage in making brooms this er part of the city. Frank Gargano,
fall, Ho Is a broom manufacturer, living at 30 Socond Avenue, died early
having had a broom factory in Wich- today from the effects of tliu heat and
ita, which he successfully conducted humidity, while in Harlem, Robert
for some time. This was burned and Savage died of heat stroke at 1701
East One Hundred and Twenty-eighthence his new location.
"The people of Estancia were very Street. The intolerably hot spell in
the East commenced on last Friday.
grateful 'to Governor Hagerman for
sending two members of the mounted
police to their town on the Fourth of 'FIFTY ONE KILLED
juiy. xney were not needed, but!
3,551 INJURED
their presence probably had a good
effect. Governor Hagerman will be
invited to visit Estancia before long, l! Latest Report of Fourth of July
Celebration in United
as the people are desirous that he
States.
should see what they are doing." :

Anarchist
Arrested at
Prussia

Alleged

801

'

---

Line to Extend from Bernalillo
Belen New York Company
...
Backs Project.

BY EXPLOSION

While Searching for
Bomb Factory
in Kiln
PEASANTS

ARK
ing

Berlin, July C A dispatch to the
Lokul Anzieger from Kattowitz, Prussian Silesia, says twenty-five- .
Cossacks today surrounded a lime kiln at
Micchow, Russian-Polanon information tfhat It was being used for the
manufacture of bombs. As the Cossacks were forcing their way in a
terrific explosion blew the kiln to
pieces. Eight Ousacks were killed
and five wounded.

McGillivray Brothers Lose 400 Sheer-IWatery Grave Recent Rains
of Great Benefit.
Estancia, N. M., July fi, 1900.
Special to The New Mexican.
The grand celebration lrt Estancia
was pulled off in regulation style on
the Fourth regardless of the rain, and
like everything done by our people,
was a grand success.
The recent rains were quite welcome In this vicinity, and have done
untold good to the growing crops.
Some loss Is reported by the stock
men on account of the cold and wet
coming so soon after the shearing.
The greatest loss to any one flock,
however, is' reported by A, & J. McGillivray, who had nearly 400 sheep
drowned In an arroyo near the mountains, one of the herders, a boy of
fourteen years, also being drowned
while trying to get the sheep out of
the way of the oncoming flood.
Ciprlano Baca and R. C. Huber, of
the mounted police, were in our town
Wednesday, helping to celebrate and
seemed to be enjoying our hospitality,
especially at dinner time.
Among the excursionists from Santa Fe on the Fourth we noticed Frank
Dlbert and family, who always takes
much interest in our vallev.

Fight on Frontier Resulted in Victory
For Governor of Pashkar's
Troops.
Constantinople, July 6. The Turkish attempt to seize further territory
on the Persian .. frontier
has been
checkmated by the Governor of Pusu-kar- ,
who repulsed the iuvadiug force
witli considerable loss. A council of
ministers has now", instructed
the
Turkish commander' to withdraw his
troops from the most advanced positions and avoid further causes for
rupture with Persia.5,

Trans-Caucasi-

INSURANCE COMPANIES
PAY 'FRISCO LOSSES

Parll-men-

Sixty-Si-

.

t

-- -

San Francisco, July C. A hundred
and sixty-sisettlements have been
effected by fire Insurance companies
indicating that In the business section
more than $100,000,000 .will be paid
in coin on the face of adjustments
made on losses that have already come
before the committees. The average
adjustment in the ICC instances mentioned is $84,325 and the total payments are $14,000,000.

e

LIBRARY BOOKS TO
AID IMMIGRANTS
To Become American Citizens Is Now
.7
The Crying Need, Says James
H. Canfield.

into the Union as States would be
at best mere tolly. Very wisely, the
people of Oklahoma and Indian Territory,, and I believe the people of
New Mexico also have abandoned an
attitude which forbade their thus assuming the great privileges and responsibilities of full American citizenship. I can not too - heartily express
my hope that the people of Arizona,
exercising their sober second thought,
will come to look at the matter In the
same light.
- Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
THEODORE ROOSffwLT.
Mr. Mark A. Rodgers,
Secretary Arizona Statehood Association,
Tucson," Arizona.

j

AT WASHINGTON

Try and Effect Settlement
tween Guatamala and Salvador.

Be-

The
C, July
Washington,
State Department has been notified
by cablegram from Minister Combs,
at Guatemala City, that efforts tire being made to prevent "hostilities between Guatemala and Salvador as a
result of an alleged breach of neutrality by Salvador 'during the progress of the insurrection which just
failed, Guatemala has agreed to suspend preparations for war, pending
the conclusion of a peaca conference
',.
to be held at Washington.
D.

6.

Denver,. Colo., July fi. Declaring
that it would be farcical to attempt
to punish election frauds through a
grand jury since the Supreme Court
has forbidden the removal of District
Attorney Stidger and Sheriff Nesbut
from participation therein, the league
for Honest Eeleetions today petitioned- Judge Mullins, sitting in the criminal court, to be allowed to withdraw
the request for a grand jury. The
court took the matter under advisement and will probably announce the
decision tomorrow.

FOUR KILLED IN
DYE WORKS EXPLOSION

j
WOOL AND GUM
And Six
Tank
IN NEW ZEALAND

Severely Injured Gasoline
Took Fire With Deadly
Result.

Awaiting Market, Says Premier!
Saginaw, Mich., July 6. Three perTalked With President About
sons were killed and six injured, two
Reciprocity.
of them seriously by the explosion
Oyster Bay, N. Y., July 6. Sir Jo- of a large gasoline tank at Cosendal
seph Ward, premier of New Zealand; dye works here today. Every window
took luncheon with Preside1 it Boons' in the block was broken by the convelt at Sagamore Hill ; toqay. tin' cussion.
Carl Cosendal died late this afterpremier .said he wished to disciws
With the President the possibility of noon, making the death list four.
negotiating a reciprocity treaty - be- The other three killed are E. A. Fohl,
tween the, United States and New Zea George Cosendal, George Sigelko.
land. The latter country, he said, had
a surplus of wool and gum.
PHOENIX RAISES
GAMBLING LICENSES
Phoeniz, Aria., July 6. A commo-- i
lion has been caused among the;
of Phoenix toy the decision
Agnes and Minnie Pflngsten encoun-- I gamblers
tered a large rattlesnake in a goose-berr- of the city council to raise the licenses
establishments In Phoepatch one morning this week, of gambling
; '
says the Lincoln County Argus. 'They nix. The action of the council tq
aid not run, but, on, the contrary, dis-- j make the license prohibitive ' to the
patched the gentleman in short order. smaller "Joints" Is the result- of a
The snake had about a dozen rattles.
long continued agitation.

RATTLESNAKE WITH MANY
RATTLES KILLED. BY GIRLS.

.

,

two-third-

3

Narragansett Pier, R. 1,, July C
WIRETAPPERS
The recommendation that every pubDEFRAUD BETTORS
lic library in this county should be
equipped with books intended to help
immigrants to become citizens was Withhold Correct Information and
Send Out False Returns
made to the American Library Assoon Races.
ciation today by James H, Canfield,
of the Columbia
University law li
lives brary.
New York, July 6 For the first
Chicago, July C Fifty-onwere thrown away and 3,551 celebtime in several years, real wire tap-- j
rants maimed or Injured, some of
pers were successful yesterday in de-- !
them fatally, Is the record of the WITHDRAW PETITION
frauding bettors in many parts of the
Fourth as compiled by the Tribune
FOR GRAND JURY country, A wire leading into the raceI
track at Windson, Ontario, was tap-up to an early hour today.
correct
withheld
information
Honest Election League of Oenver ped,
and false returns sent to New York
Makes
Court
Supreme
Says
Ruling
bet distributing point.
PEACE CONFERENCE
"
Punishment Impossible.
To

At the Democratic
primaries In
Chaves County, held last Saturday
and returns from which have been
tabulated, 1,220 votes were cast. Alt
the Eddy County Democratic prima
ries, held some time previously, 1,550
votes were cast, or 330 more than in
Chaves County. Considering that In
each county, the fight was equally
strenuous, It seems to Indicate that
Eddy County will roll up the banner
Democratic majority in November
and that Chaves County Is very good
fighting ground for the Republicans.
In Ro&well, 881 votes were cast, or
s
more than
of tho entire
county; in Dexter, 61; in Lake Arthur and South Springs, 4C each; In
Four Lakes, 44; in Lower Penasco,
23; in Spring Mound Valley, 21; In
Yeso, 7, and In Glen, 6. The following was the vote received by each
candidate: Sheriff, C. L. Ballard 544;
C. TI. Hale 318; Fred Hlgglns 318;
assessor, John C. Peck 842; W. C.
Burrus 225; Z. F. Deen 134; treasurer and collector, J. Smith Lea 1,219;
superintendent of schools, Mark Howell 1,117; probate clerk, F. P. Gayle
1,185; probate judge, J. T. Evans 588;
.1. M. Peacock
283; F. Williams, 301;
commissioner First Dlstriot, Thomas
D. White 75C; Alfred Stinson 322, and
J. D. Cooley 8G; commissioner Second
District, William M. Atkinson '845;
and W. G. Urton 317; surveyor, V. R.
Kenney 1,211.
It was a victory of the
over the
and of the city
over the county, and.it has left con
siderable soreness which will make
a decided impression alt the polls in
November if the Republicans put up
a good ticket as they undoubtedly
new-come-

e

BOY HERDER
DROWNED IN FLOOD

Detailed Returns of the Democratic
Primaries Held in Chaves County
Last Saturday.

Continue Prepartions for Rebellion.
St. Petersburg, July C The impossibility of forming a coalition ministry, together with the strength developed by the government in the council of the Empire (the Upper House
of Parlimenl), evidently has had the
effect temporarily, ot prolonging the
ute ot the liorlmyktn ministry and has
also resulted in the postponement of
the Emepror's contemplated cruise in
Finnish waters. In accordance with
a recent decision of the peasant Workmen's congress at Helslng, emissaries will.
have been despatched throughout Russia to instruct the peasant and proletariat organizations to continue their ASTLERCO- preparations for an armed uprising,
PARTNERSHIP
but to await the signal from St. Pe-toi.el.i.vrr
Suit Pending in First Judicial District
Court To Dissolve the Same and
Mutiny in Army Ends.
For An Accounting,
Batum,
July C
The mutiny of troops here is ended.
The ringleaders escaped, whereupon
Judge John R. McFie was busy yestheir folowers yielded nnd are con- terday and today in the hearing of
the case of William V. Astler against
fined in the fortress.
George H. Astler in the district court
Government Held Responsible,
for the first Judicial district for this
St. Petersburg, July C During the
county. The case involves a dispute
debate in the lower house of
t
over the interest In a partnership
today on tho Blalystok report, heretofore existing and entered Into
an orthodox priest, Father Arandsleff,
and defendant, who
a radical member; fiercely denounced by the plaintiff
are
and two other brothers,
the policy of the government, which, also brothers,
heretofore In the partnership.
he declared, .instead of being directed
There is a dispute as to accounts beto pacifying the' country, seemed to tween
the partners and as to the conbe deliberately provoking
duct of the ranch and live stock farm
riots and every manner of class and owned
near Moby the
race strife by spreading proclamations
and also as to the professional
rlarty
against the Jews and Revolutionists. business of Dr. Astler In this city.
The object of the suit is to wind up
, Police Want to Resign.
Warsaw, July C The reign of the partnership affairs and settle the
crime and terror is so great, here that accounts.
Some time ago William Astler Instithe police decided to resign. The
were formed into patrols for mu- tuted injunction proceedings against
him
tual
bomb Dr. George Astler prohibiting
against
instruthrowing, but this only made It easier from selling off his surgical
for the terrorists to shoot them. The ments and other doctor's supplies. In
Governor Genoral, when informed of chambers this morning Judge John R.
the decision of the police to resign, McFie dissolved the Injunction, orderthreatened to arrest and punish those ed the goods to be sold and the money
placed in the bank until a final adwho failed to appear for duty.
justment of the partnership affairs
can be made.

!
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STILL

In Russia For an Uprising-ArmMutiny Ends
Abruptly.

TURKEY FAILS TO
SECURE PERSIAN LAND

$14,00(000.

CITY BEATS COUNTY.

KILLED

to

Albuquerque, N. II., July 0. A project Is on foot to construct an electric raillway line to traverse the Rio
Grande Valley from Bernalillo to
Belen
be Rapid Transit Power Development Company, incorporated in
New York, with a capital stock of
$500,000, having been organized and
the majority of its bonds floated with
this purpose In view.
Colonel ,W, tl. Oreor, president of
the Albuquerque Traction Company,
Is also president pf the New York
Company, :which has the construction
of the road In view, but with the ex
ception of working in conjunction in
the transferring
of passengers, express and freight, matter and the furnishing of power, the companies have
nothing InJcommon.
As planned, the road will bo built
out of Albuqucrquo 1n each direction,
up and down the valley and will eventually be completed to Bernalillo and
Belen.
Besides tho conducting of tho railway for freight and passenger purposes, I tis th elntentlon of the company to transmit power from (heir
trolley line to farmers along the route
for the purpose of operating irrigation pumps. It is thought that the
company will begin active operations
during September.

Settlement of One Hundred and
Claims Total of

NO. 117.

-

JUDGE TANNER
PERJURER PARDONED
Lied Under Oath To
Shield Late U. S. Senator
Mitchell.
,

FOR SURVEYS OF
LAND NEAR ESTANCIA
Contracts Let and Work Will Begin
In Near Future Aid to Homesteaders.
several
A contract for surveying
townships near Estancia has been
awarded to Ralph A. Marble, and he
expects to begin work within a very
short time, as ho has already done
towards organizing his
considerable
The nuumbers
crew of assistants.
which he will survey are: Townships
7
11 north, range 5 east; 4, 6, and
north, 9 east. A contract for surveying township 6 north, range 9 east;
and 4 north, 8 and 10 east, have been
awarded Deputy Held at Socorro.

By President
,

.

JUDGE REFUSES TO
FAVOR RAILROAD

Former
Portland, Ore., July 0.
Judge A. H. Tanner, who committed! In Chicago & Alton Rebate
perjury in order to shield his former
Motion of Not
law partner, late. United States SenGuilty.
ator Mitchell, was pardoned by the
President June 26th.
Chicago, Ills., July 6. At the trial
of the Chlcaeo & Alton Railroad on
a charge of rebating, Judge Landls
MRS. THAW SAILS
announced toda that he would ove
FOR NEW YORK rule the motion for the defense that
the jury be instructed to return a verTo See Her Son Who Is In Tombs dict of not guilty on eight of the ten
counts in the Indictment.
Awaiting Trial for
Murder.
Judge Landls declared the defendants evidently had been guilty of reand directed the jury to retire
London, July C it is reported that bating
Mrs. Thaw, mother of Harry K. Thaw', and find a verdict, giving Instructions,
ot not guilty
now jn the Tombs at Now York, however, that the verdict
should be returned "as to tho two last
charged with murder sailed for home
counts, as they were defective. .
today on the steamer Kaiserin- Later the Earl and Jury Returns Verdict of Not Guilty.
Victoria.
Chicago, July 6. After deliberating
Countess of Yarmouth confirmed the
several hours the Jury in the Alton
report, that Mrs. Thaw had sailed.
rebate case returned a verdict of
not guilty.
Case-Ove- rruled

Aug-ust- e

GENERAL GRANTS
NURSE DEAD GROVER CLEVELAND
HAS INDIGESTION
Harrison Terrell, Who Cared for Vet-eran Army Man, Killed By
Fall.
.

'

Sayt

He

it Feeling Better and

Will

Be Out In a Few

Days.
Washington, D, C, July 6. Harrison
known
became
who
throughTerrell,
Princeton, N. J., July 6. Former
out the oountry as General Grant's
faithful attendant and nurse during President Grover Cleveland, who Is 111
his last illness, died here last night of Indigestion at his home here, said
this morning taat he is feeling betfrom Injuries roceived by a fall
ter and will be out In a few days.

15
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PEOPLE

OF

On Statehood Question, says Antonio
C. Pacheco.

SILL

INTEREST

SO

FAR

Crops and Live Stock In Best
of ConditionAbundance
of Water.
Antonio C. Pacheco, of Arroyo Seco,
Taos County, where he is engaged In
mercantile pursuits and lu raising
live stock, Is a leading citizen of that
Ho is
subdivision of New Mexico.
a native of 'Taos County, in the prime
of life, being about 40 years of age, an
educated man and thoroughly acquainted with conditions and the
opinions of his people. To a representative of the New Mexican Mr.
Pacheco said:
Splendid Farming and Livestock Conditions.
"Agriculture and livestock conditions in the county have never been
better at this time of the year to my
knowledge. We have had good rains
and there is a greater supply of
water In the ditches for irrigation
purposes than we need, and I think
the supply will be ample throughout,
the entire Irrigation season. More land
has been placed under cultivation
than ever before and the crops, therefore, will be the greatest ever gathered hi Taos County. Cereals and
vegetables are especially doing well
and fruit trees which have been set
out during the last three and four
years will bear this season. There is
a gratifying Increase in orchards. Our
native people have learned the value
of fruit orchards and are taking advantage of the lesson. The trees that
have been and are being planted are
of the best varieties and are Imported
from well known eastern nurseries.
"There are not many aheep and cattle grazed In our county, although
mant. Of these animals are owned.-- ,
s
Our j'ange Is limited, but is In
condition. Lambing is over and
the Increase In lambs has been very
satisfactory, but few losses being reported. Wool Is bringing good prices
and is now being sold by the producers. The prices that prevail are
from 20 cents to 21 cents per pound.
The wool this year is exceptionally
clean and there Is not muoh grease
In It. Our sheep growers especially
are well satisfied.
Efficient Work Necessary for Joint
Statehood.
I am in
"Concerning Statehood:
favor of statehood in any form. I
have been and am today an advocate
of single statehood for the Territory
of New Mexico, believing that the peo
ple here are fully capable of governof maintaining a
ing themselves,
strong and efficient state administration and that the taxable property in
the Territory i3 amply sufficient for
such a purpose. I have, however,
come to the conclusion, as we cannot
obtain separate statehood for ourselves, we had best get what we can
and wait no longer, hence I favor
Jointure with Arizona and will do
all I can to secure votes In favor ot
the enabling act at the November
election. As yet our people are not
showing much interest and it will
take work to rouse them from their
present state of apathy and get them
to look upon the question favorably.
"There is no hostile sentiment that
I have discovered to the joint statehood plan, but the people do not seem
to take much
Interest at present,
hence the campaign managers and the
leaders of the Republican party, as
well as the newspapers, will have to
do and must do efficient work between
now and election time to touso the
people, to got them Interested and to
bning out a full vote on November 6th
next. This can be done by sending
speakers into our county, holding
mass 'meetings, talking to the people
aud especially providing them with
newspapers that will present the subject to them In the proper light. The
,
population of Taos is mostly
and I suggest that many
copies of El Nuevo Mexlcano, which
s
Is a
Spanish paper, be sent
Into the county and distributed to our
people that they may read and profit
by their reading.
Republican Chances.
"I am of the opinion that the Republicans in our county have Increased In numbers and In loyalty, and
that the party wail make a much better showing next election than It did
In 1904. The
Independents of
the 1904 campaign have about dissolved and will be with the regular Republicans in this year's campaign. I
hope with a good strong ticket, composed of popular and honest men, that
the Republicans will sweep the county by a very handsome majority and
elect every man on the ticket Which
they shall nominate. There Is no
strife among our party at present and
I am glad to say I see no good reason why there should be any. I know
of no hindrance to Republican success. Indeed, the political situation
Is like the material condition
rery
favorable to the Republicans."
first-clas-

Spanish-speaking-

first-clas-
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THE COST OF A PARCELS POST.
Henrv A. Castle, former auditor of
Peopl Fail to Rea
ilu; Postofflce Department, lias figured' Many Santa f
th Seriousness
of
Introduction
the
out
the
that
parcels
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
THE NEW MFXICAN
Backache la so deceptive.
'post system In the United States
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'y Treas.
H comes and
yo
goes-ke- cpa
MAX. FROST, Editor.
.would mean a. loss to the government!
of $110,000,000 a year, which would 6Ur""ut"
Learn the cause then cure it.
have to be made up by direct or
latere.! as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflpo.
Nine times out of ten It comes from
Indirect taxation. Ho also points out
the
kidneys.
that In England, where the parcels
Daily, six mom tin. by mall...
RATIOS OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
mall.
.25
carthree
by
months,
are
not
$
a
Is
Dally,
success, parcels
post
Dally, pur week, by carrier
cure It,
2,00
1.00 Weekly, per year
ried ou mall trains, bult by freight
Iinlly, per month, by carrier
Cure every kidney 111 from backache
1.00
month
six
75
Weekly,
trains at an average cost of one cent to diabetes.
Dally, per month, by mall
.75
7.50 Weekly, PPf nuarlor
a pound. In the United States, the
Pally, one year, by mall
Here's a Santa Fe,case to prove It :
cost of transporting one pound of
Euseblo Escudero,' of Griffin Street
It la Bent to
mail Is 7.8 cents. To send parcels by says: "I cannot exactly say bow long
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
circulation
and
a
b
as
growing
large
every postofflce In the Terrltor, and
freight would mean that two to three If, is since I first noticed that I was
of the Southwell.
weeks would elapse In transit from subject to backache, but It must, be
among the intelligent and progressive people
New York to Santa Fe. In Europe, nearly 3 years. It never was sufficientwhere distances are shorter within ly painful to lay mo up, but it worried
eiach country, the delay between in- me considerably every now and then.
land points, of course, is only a day Noticing Doan's Pills advertised to
or two, but In the United States it stop backache and other symptoms of
would be weeks, It can thus be seen kidney complaint, led me to reason If
It
ihait. a he (transportation and financial this remedy performed half what
THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE IN
AIR AND SUNSHINE.
I
CHAVES COUNTY.
problems must he solved before a par promised, It might at least help and
Air and sunshine are coming to the
box
I.. Ballard, one of:cps r0Rt
for
a
to
went
Ireland's
a
Charles
of
financial
De
Colonel
made
pharmacy
fou,j
the
as
front
greatest preventatives
elil.cns of Chaves. ces(j hy tne United States govern-- ! It fulfilled Its promises to the lotter,
pulmonary troubles and as the most the best known
for tho backache stopped."
iiowerful curative agents In such County, has been nomlmiied by thir, monl.
For sale by all dealers. Prlcn 50
cases. This fact is being recognized Democrats there for the important
which
for
Co., Buffalo,
n
cents,
DO
HARM.
NO
of
WILL
men
ofllee
iposlilou
sheriff,
and
by
by the medical profession
Halchairman Tawney of Ihe House New York, sole agents for the United
and women throughout this broad he Is peculiarly lilted. Colonel
Its realization lard served very acceptably us a committee on appropriations, has ex-- States,
itimutry generally.
Doan's find
or the iifilh ptttlnert why the appropriations made
Remember the name
must be of great benefit to the Rocky member of the council
south-!- ,
no
other.
59th
from
first
ihe
session
of
the
the
by
Alouutaln states and territories, 'es- Legislative Assembly
Is well known (gross for the fiscal year which com-- !
pecially Utah, Colorado, Nevada, Ari- eastern district and
the'
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS,
zona and Western Texas, but more throughout New Mexico. The chances menced on the 1st of July, were
and If greatest ever In the history of this; Herewith are some bargains offered
than to either of these, to the Sun- for his election are good
Com
sher-- . government, exceeded only by those! by the New Mexican Printing
shine Territory of New Mexico, which they must elect a Democratic
Ballard's! In Civil War times. The explanation pany: Codo of Civil Procedure ol the
Colonel
In
iff
that
sunbailiwick,
of
amount
enjoys the largest
a good one and In addition the Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
shine year In and year out, 'day In election will suit very well. The
country Is very prosperous, very bound, 11; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
and day out, and the most health giv- publicans will put up u
and make a strenuous progressive and can stand them. There Pleading forms, W. Missouri Codt
ing and health preserving ozone air ticket there
will be no undue hardship experienced Pleadings, $6; the two lor 10; Adapt
It Is claiijieil by some of the:
IV'ht
of the dryness and purity requisite.
hoiumch iniiuguraico lor any M io New mexico ijuub, liaws i,i no.
lit
Chaves County:1""1
The cllmatological
reports of the Itenubllctin leadeis.
body, or any of the great business and Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
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the
that
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in
this
I'nited States army, kept
city
of the and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
maniifacliiritig
enterprises
1901
since the American occupation and; Increased since the November,
amount
The
country
leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
appropriations
are
chances
followed by the reports of the weather election, and that there
ed In round numbers to eight hundred Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
years, of carrying several of the candidates and eighty millions.
bureau for the past 'thirty-livmore hooks, $1 each; New Mexico Su
are proof positive of the assertions on the county Ktcket at Ihe coming
Court Reports, Nob. S to 10, In
preme
Mexican
New
ihopes
made. There Is no section on the election. The
Ihe paper trust has been elusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
Although
North American continent, and as far this will be the case. The present mil mil r.r luiulnnoa thrive la nt .In. 19 OA aiaH. f s,ninHn t Inn f!nTOA.rft Hnfl
as that Is concerned, on any other sheriff. Woodruff, Is a Republican ndjclllfi
Ko; ConlpllatIon Mtatog UwB
,hp pr,ce of' pappr. (hft
on
continent, that Is superior In these re- was elected in November, l.Hi l.
nney 1(J 11lthpi upwiml All hough rer-- 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexlcc
spects, to the Territory of New Mex- the Republican ticket. Ho is there ro. ,,as 1)0f.n stl.1(.1Hll illto ,ne heart Reports, full sheep, U50 delivered:
reof tllp hoi,( trust, the consumer is still fu n8t school tanks,
ico, hence In due courso of time and fore a strong man. Should he be
.
that in a very few years this common- nominated, It will he a pretly fight as paying the old prices. Other trusts!
wealth must and will become the Sheriff Woodruff has made a very have been killed off officially and yet. SANTA FE EXCURSION
Mecca of health seekers from all por- creditable and good record. Al any strange to say, there Is no difference
RATES EAST
tions of the civilized globe. Too much rate, It looks as If there will be no to buyer or seller. It does hxk as
Summer rates have been made by
a
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of a good thing Is as bad as too little lying down and giving up the fight
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of It, and too much of a good thing before the fight by the Republicans of farce or that the trust bugaboo Is an;.,,.
attention
in this line is not wanted. However, Chaves County it his year of our Lord. artificial one, to distract
North Dakota,
Nebraska,
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from other directions where Invest Iga
It will be many a year before too
South Dakota, Memphis, Tonn., WisIs
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needed.
The Carlsbad Current, wants to
consin and Wyoming.
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search of rest and recuperation caji know what a, yellow dog paper In Now
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Agent,
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bronchial organs. Right here It
In Inventiveness, faculty for falsehood, States.
Your Uncle Sam seems to,
well to say that this climate Is not
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The whole outfit Is bad means business he means it.
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ple of Chamberlain's
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President Roosevelt In a Fourth of
progress of the
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report by
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Commencing June 1st, good for redo much to prevent the dreaded therefore, if the people of the United We'll suit the contour
of your face. ' turn September 29th, 1906, the Santa
"white plague," but adults must look States would have ibeneflclal and pro- ,Our razor
Fe Central Railway, In connection
sharp and scissors keen,
out for themselves.
gressive legislation by the 00th Con Our shop Is neat and. towels are clean, with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will
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HABITS OF THE RICH.
tamplua at HiUkinatre Extravagant,
la tat JfatrutfolU,
Zola lu bis youth, before fame cam
to blm, wrote some storing about millionaires, wherein It seemed to him he
exaggerated shamefully in bis descriptions of the costly borne and habits of
the rich, but later on, when Zola became a friend of millionaires, be found
that his accounts of tbolr extravagance
bad fallen far short of the truth.
In the same way stories about the
extravagance of American millionaires
that sound like exaggerations may also
fall short of the truth. Here, for Instance, are some facts bat an Interior
decorator of New York supplied the
other day. They sound extreme, but
let Zola be remembered.
A man bought for ula hall twelve
antique marble columns at Pompeii.
Finding be could use only eight of the
columns he had the remaining four destroyed, although he was offered for
them twice what he bad paid. He had
paid $5,000 apiece.
Aubusson carpets, with a pile three
Inches (hick, are often made tit order
at a cost of $40 a yard, Such a cost,
though, Is nothing beside what Is ordinarily paid for antique rugs. They,
measured by the yard, often cost $300
or $600 a yard.
Chairs of Ivory Inlaid with wood are
occasionally sold at $500 apiece.
One millionaire's piano cost $150,000.
A five Inch band of Ivory, four years In
tbe carving, runs around the case,
which was decorated by Everett Shlnu.
The gold and silver plato of one
household requires an expert to look
after It. The man Is a goldsmith, and
bis salary Is $2,0o0 a year.
Billiard rooms sometimes cost $50,- 000 to furnish. The tables and cues
ate Inlaid with Ivory and gold.
Certain wines Scbloss Johaunesberg,
for Inslnuce, stamped with the crest of
Prince Miillernlcb are sold at private
stiles to millionaires for $10 and $50 a
bottle.
Automobiles of ninety or more horsepower, made to order, will cost from
Some millionaires
$30,000 to $40,01X1.
keep a dozen or more automobiles,
with a bead chauffeur at $4,000 or
$8,000 a year salary and two or three
assistants at $25 a week each.
Then there is the ocean going yacht,
which cannot be maintained lu tbe
most modest way at a smaller annual
York
expenditure than $25,noo.-N- ew
Press.
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a Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
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American and European Plnn. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Might. Press the Button we do the rest.

QUESTIONS.

that a cleaning of winthe signal for a rainstorm?
Why Is John always late the night tbe
cook Is out and visitors are expected
In th evening?
And why, oh, why, do visitors always come the one afternoon In the
week when one Is not dressed to receive them?
Why does a woman think she has so
much better taste than ber richer
neighbor If she but bad as much money
to gratify It?
Why Is it that a leak lu the pipe Is
always discovered Saturday atteruoou,
when a plumber cartnot be found until
Monday morning?
Why Is It that when one has made a
purchase one sees ten minutes later
something else which would have been
better or cheaper or more becoming?
Philadelphia Ledger.
is It

Why

dows

fiffl
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Is

Coronado Hotel
The Best 50c Rooms in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Niglit and Pay.
Regular Meals, 2fc.
Servea First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season.
'
222 San Francisco St.
South Si.lt) l'laza.

' 0. LUPE HERRERA
Proprietor.
SANTA 1
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THE AMERICAN
tIevT Older

PERIL.;

lns ihe

Cnantrle

Hian

of lb lulled Slalrt.
Tue American peril?
Is tbe great American nation one of
those mighty empires which have risen
In the world now and then, dwarfing
all other organizations of society?
This question Is of Immense Import
to Europe. AVlthlu the lust few years
an enormous literature has grown up
around the subject. Among modern
sociologists none' speaks with greater
authority than Gugllelmo Ferrero,
Long and scientifically he has studied
our country; bis opinion of the preseut,
bis forecast of the future,' represent
the best European thought upon tbe
destinies of the United States. To
many It will seem an exaggeration of
our greatness; to others It will show uu
undue distrust of democracy; but, In
any case, It Is the word of a scientific
historian of a man who Is looking for
tbe truth. Neither wealth nor science
ean change the laws that govern the
growth of uatlons, For Slgnor Ferrero the United States stands today In
the position of the Roman Empire in
tbe days of Augustus. He pictures au
America which is bound to go the
Roman way, Increasing lu power,
draining Incalculable wealth from that
orient which enriched Rome, forced
In spite of hereditary democratic Ideals
to make Itself strong by land ami sea
In order to hold Its own and guard its
world wide trading flag, overshadowing the huge modern world as Koine
did the little civilisation of the Mediterranean.
After calm reflect ion and lu a cold,
scientific way, the thinkers and statesmen of old Europe predict for tbe new
world this visionary future, and brooding over It they seem to be In the very
shadow of tke peril. The practical
American, as he drops from the tall
end of a street car and goes about his
business, may not realize that Europe
sees In him the terrible fellow who Is
to go swaggering down tbe way of the
world, taking the wall of every one, In
the good old Roman fashion; but so It
Is.
He is even wbeu he wheels the
part
baby abroad an
of the great American peril. In which
fact be may flud a certain measure of
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Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

PerDiet, and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever
For further particulars address,
and other patients
DR. J. II. 8I.OAN, Medicnl Director, SANTA FE, N. M.
.

Fresh Hovers All the Time.

Fresh Fruits

In

Season,

FKUITS AND FLO WEHS

The Clarendon Garden,
-

San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.
.
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Cabalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtftfeow'i Office Btsildkf .
Day TtlepMM 35.
MstngMtal HlLa.Ka)aUUUaUskla9.JadUUMtt.Tl

eighty-milliont- h

satisfaction.-VanoeThomp-
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ROSWELL AND TORRANCE
To Keep Awake

la Cliurcu.

A minister once told me a good way
to keep awake in church when lucllued
to be drowsy. The way was .this: Lift
one foot a little way from the floor and
bold It there. It Is Impossible to go to
sleep when your foot is poised lu the
air. This remedy, though simple, Is
very effectual and never fails to' keep
a person awake. National Magazlue.

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

The short Una between Santa F.,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
Becanae It Waa Trae.
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
City Editor (to reporter) Look here,
what do you mean by writing, "Among ind the Pecos Valley, saving passenthe prettiest girls at the daMce was gers and nulls at least 24 hours in
Lieutenant Rogers?" The lieutenaut time In making these points; also conla a man, I believe. Reporter Cubb-Ynecting at Torrance with the Rock IsI understand that; but you see he land system for all points east ami
,"'
pent the greater part of the evening vest,
among the prettiest girls there,
es,

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This Is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favorable conditions, the trip is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present
4 a. m.,

J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Poswetl, New Mextc
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Opinions on Campaign 8ubject of liv
terest to the Dear People.
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Remains To Be Proved.
Mexico and Arizona have a
chance to become a big state, and it
remains to be proved that they will
quarrel over the opportunity. St. Lou-IGlobe Democrat.

.

Would Not Have The Job.
Sheriff Cicero Stewart says the report that he will be candidate for
representative la a false alarm that
he wouldn't have the job under any
consideration. The Advocate desires
to withdraw the accusation. Artesla
Advocate.
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EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

all graduates or Standard Eastern
New buildings, .all furnishings and equipments modern and com,
oinctrlc-llghtedall conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; stnam-hoateSession Is
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,
per lossion.
hreo tonus ol thlrtnon wooks oach.
;
ROSWELL Is a notod health rosort, 3,700 feet shove
Sunshine every day' from .September to June.
W. M Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
RBGENTS-Nath- an
fafTa,
Flnlay and E. A. Cahoon
Coliegas.

COL.

0J0 CALIEJJTE
These Celebiated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
?llff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos, and fifty mile north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs,
fbe temperature of these waters la
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gaBes are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 oet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
'round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for ths convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1.188.24 grains of alkaline snltB to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In tt; world. The efficacy at
e

Bar-anc- a

--

J.

W, WILLSON,

Supt.

waters fcas been thoroughly teat
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
In the following diseases:
Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright'a Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Crlppe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing 12.50 per day; $U
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver t alns and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This rerort Is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter, rassengers for OJo C&llonte
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
reach OJo Call ante at 4 . . m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to OJo Callonte, $7.40 For further
particulars, address
t-s-

Proprietor.
N.

Caliente. Taos County,

All.

A. .F gpiegQlborg.
Mr.
if
8sji Frmacteco
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U Biris.

BlankeU, eUtkcU, Rag, Wax, featehr and Line Btwm WarV
Opals, Turqiteltee, Garnets and Other Oerne.
OUR
MOTTO:
Te Have the Best at Everything lei eW Urn

H. C. Yontz

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN

exican Filigree

Watches, Clock Jewelry

JEWELRY

and Hand Fainteil China.

Repair nf Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Runs
dian Ooods, Flllprroe at Wholesale and Uetall.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe. N. M.

and

P. F. HANLEY.
-D-

EALER

IN-F-

INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

and Native Wines for Family tJae.
Crow, McBrayer
Ouck'nhelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.
Imported

OUR

SAN

SPECIALTIES-O- ld

STREET, SANTA

FRANCISCO

FE

EL PASO,
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
Vestluuled, Electric Lighted Train
WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN

RUNNING THROUGH

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
Folders, rates, schedule? and other information regarding
trip cheerfully furnished an

J.
.

A. HILDEBTtANT,
Agent,

Torrance, N.
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Will Be Found A Unit In Favor.
The Democratic party In New Mex
ico declared for joint statehood over
two years ago and the Democrats will
be found a unit In favor of the proposition when the vote is cast on the sixth slick, sly, but very shallow Democratic
of November next Silver City In- program which has been discovered,
and it won't work. No, it 'won't go
dependent,
this time. The Republican party will
be for statehood.
The Democratic
Gaining Ground in Arizona.
Reports from Arizona are to the convention will be against statehood;
effect that the sentiment in favor of and It will lose, and lose by a big
Jointure In gaining In that Territory majority. Now, this is just what Is
and by the time the election is held corning to pass, and don't any of you
the people of Arizona will likely be deceive yourselves. The
safely on the side of admission with Republicans are onto the political anti
New Mexico.
Silver City Indopoiid-- ; statehood
game. There will be but
flit.
one Issue Statehood or no statehood,
and statehood Is going to win TucWhat May Happen.
son Star.
It Is being freely whispered that
if Arizona does not accept joint statehood with New Mexico, this Territory
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
will bo admitted alone at the short
session and Arizona will be divided
Palace.
up into three parts, oue pnrt to be
Richard Fourchy, Kansas City; A.
annexed to California, one part to
Utah and the third part to New Mex- - H. Ireland, Espanola; Mr. and Mrs.
J. II. Daniel, 'J. M. Cunningham, Las
Ico.
Las Vngas Optic.
Vegas; W. S, Hopewell, Albuquerque;
M. B. Rendall, Chicago; Tho Misses
Just About So.
New
Mexico Shock, Warrensburg, Missouri; RobCongress is offering
and Arizona only their just due in ert Falcaner, Chicago.
Claire.
making the proffer of many millions
M. H. Nichols, Denver; A.'C. Pudley,
of dollars in cash and lands. If some
Morton Nelson, St. Louattention had 'been paid ito the de- Albuquerque;
The Misses Jessie E. North, Edna
is;
ud the S.
velopment of this country
North, and M. P. Bum, und Mrs.
r
illiterate long ago A. E. Bum,
education
Brooklyn, New York; J.
we would have many years outgrown B. Mills and
wife, New York.
tho conditions which are only ceasing
Normandle.
to be a reproach. Las Vegas Optic.
J. V. Merton, Williams, Arizona; W.
D, Dillon, Loveland, Colorado! W. C.
L. L.
Delegate Andrews Is Aiding,
Groves, Woodard, Oklahoma;
News comes from Washington that Milton, Amarlllo, Texas, J. K. McCon
Delegate to Congress W, H. Andrews nell, Denver; Joe Castgana. Antonio
doesn't favor that forest reserve plan Bonacco, Blossburg; H. B. Sands,
and that he is working against sudh Belle Sands, Arab Missouri; Jerry
a -- movement. It is needless to say Parker, El Paso; D. C. Clevenger, Al.
anything more. Mr. Andrews is a buquerque; Ralph Palmer, Las
man who usually accomplishes what
Coronado.
lie undertakes and we feel assured
that this forest reserve plan will foe! Thomas Collier, Lamy; E. S. Groves,
Dr. Street, C. S. Cross, W. W. Parkinabandoned.
Alamogordo Advertiser. son, P. C.
Bell, Wlcnita, Kansas.
"
Sensible Talk.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
The Record has observed that ReSanta Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs
publican businessmen are Just, as
honest and Just as good citizens as ami Pueblo via tho Denver & Rio
Democrats.
It Is only during cam- Grande. Tlekots on sale June 1st to
paigns that any distinction is madej September 30, final limit October 31st
on party lines. Banks do not inquire Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo in
how a man votes ,and neither do mer- either direction.
To Denver and re
chants inquire about a man's politics turn $22.K5. To Pueblo and return
before extending credit. There are $17.55. To Colorado Springs and
$10.ns."
good men in all parties and had men
In all parties and an honest differ. F." II. MTMimrc.
Agent.
ence of opinion as to tho wisdom of
party principles aim public policies
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
does not justify personal quarrels.
A Tine mess of speckled
beauties
Roswell Record.
were received at the Bon Ton from an
old time friend who sent them to the
A Satisfactory Appointment.
The vacancy of the probato judge- manager that they may be served to
ship of Eddy Counly caused by the the patrons of this popular place. Call
death of .fudge Ananias Green, has and Ret them now while they are
of fresh. Tlicy have a rook that knows
been filled by the appointment
William C. Reift, tho appointment be- how to fix them, and If you want a
ing made by Governor Hagerman the real treat In the paiinot line, whv Just
later part of last week. The ap give them a rail, and yon will be
pointment Is a very satisfactory one twice as glad.
and is meeting with general approval.
Mr. Rolff Is the regular nominee on NATIONAL
ENCAMPMENT, GRAND
the Republican ticket, and it is thereARMV OF THE REPUBLIC.
office
fore likely that his tenure of
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906
will continue beyond his appointive
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
term. Ho has been a resident of will sell tickets to
Minneapolis and
Eddy County for a number of years, return nt a rate of $31. no.
is well known to the people, and his
Dates of sale Aiig. 10th and 11th;
competency for the office which he good for return passage Sept, 30th,
Carlsnow fills is
unquestionable.
11)0(5.
bad Argus.
II. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Yes, Delegate Andrews Did It.
THE KITCHEN.
It
wants
When anybody
anything,
You could vat from the lion Ton
seldom does any harm to go after it Hotel kitchen
floor.
Cleanliness
In earnest, and in a surprising number counts so
much with all of us.
of cases the required object is gained.
But the Bon Ton Hotel and' Lunch
Albuquerque wanted a new govern- Counter management goes much furment "postoflice building. She had, of ther than cleanliness.
course, her objectors, who could give
Our aim is to serve our patrons with
a thousand reasons why 'the postoffice the best, food possible
dainty, yet sub-- ,
building could not be secured this stantial.
year and who were pat enough with are al your service at minimum rates.
To see that they live and sleep in
(heir "I told you so," when the Item
was stricken from the public build- cheerful, airy rooms.
To surround them by all that Is
ing bill. But the people down there
the pushers didn't give up. They
pleasant and refined.
And they also have for use the hand'
Senator Andrews to make
another try. Andrews called to his some parlors, library, buffet and smokassistance his powerful friend, Sen-- ! ing room.
Tho Bon Ton is Just. like a great big
ator Penrose, and presto, the $100,000
was tacked on the last dav of Co- happy home.
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
ngressLas Vegas Optic.
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In the Last Ditch.
The Phoenix Republican, in trying!
to kill joint statehood, evidently finds
itself in the last ditch of hope ondi
effort, to judge from this savory ex-- j
hibit: "The gentlemen who havej
been caught trying to steal the public
domain In New Mexico evidently have
no hope in the prevalence of Joint
statehood.
Otherwise
they would
have held off. until the theft could
have been accomplished easily end
without risk of the penitentiary." As
no one has been caught or has been
trying to steal the ipubllc domain In
New Mexico, the Phoenix paper virtually confesses that having neither
facts nor arguments to offer against
joint statehood it la consequently
compelled to resort to a very poor
and corrupt Imagination. Alhuqtfer-qu- e
Citizen.

Statehood Is Going To Win.

Also Another Fast Thro' Train Dally.
'

lr

j

California, Mexico

A Wide

11.

Willatd Town and Improvement Company.

WILBUR A..DUNLAVY, Vice Pro.
and den. Mgr.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estanela, New Mexloo. LOUI8 C. BECKER, Treasurer.
BURGER, Secretury.
Carl A. Dalles, Managar ol The John Becker Co. Store at WlUard, has charge of the sale of lot In tho absence of Mr. Corbett

JOHN BECKER,

j

HOT SPRINGS.

ANTONIO JOSEPH.
Ojo

THE GATEWAY

Which has all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial town, Including water ol good quality, abundant la quantity at a depth of S5
feet below the surface, located in and tributary to tho finest section of grazing country In tho Southwest with agriculture In Its Infancy; as fine an all
around climate as there is in tho world, with a pushing, energetic class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T. & S. F. Short Line to the
Pacific. Wlllard has made a most phenomenal growth and tho price of lota will soon advance. Better come now. The townslte Is owned by

keen-eye-

EHtnbllnhed

For particulars address

Is
Investment than good Inside City Propery, but It
money
propositions Ilk this, and the man with
small capital Is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small Investor to place his savings
where his money will earn a handsome profit, equal In proportion to that of big more fortunate brother with larger means. This chance Is offered at

WM.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
R! HW

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS.
to handle
There
no surer or safer
takes

s

Surplus and Undivided Profits 86I,SM.

Transaots a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral sseurlty. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customsrs. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, publlo or private. Interest ' lowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month'- - or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all ordsrs of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alms to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as la consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rent. The patroness of the publlo Is respectfully

STILES,

I'leneral TasBenger Agent,
El Paso, Tex.

THKCt

New

The oldeit banking Institution In Nsw Mexico. Established In 1170.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashlar,
Capital tlftO.OM.

PAGE

It is about as good as settled that
the Republican Territorial convention
endorse the administration of
President Roosevelt and statehood
and then turn In and elect a delegate
to Congress and statehood will follow. The Republican leaders are getting the dust cleared out of their eyes.
This Joint statehood bugaboo is a
will

j
j

LOCAL
No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

TIME TABLE.
Arrive.

......

12:01 p. m.
6:15 p.m.

....".9:40p.m.
Depart.

No. 720
............9:00 a. m.
No. 722
4:20 p. jn.
No. 724
7:30 p. m.
,
No. 722 connects Wi.h Noj 1 west.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will atop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passen-

gers from Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico

If you cannot afford to pay for a
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It Is a
good paper to send to your friends.
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
Curios In thi United States.

n

Claims Often Carry the Most FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
Conviction.
northern Santa Fe County, about twenWhen Maxim, the famous gun
from this city, is for sale,
ventor, placed his gun befora a com ty miles
Effective Monday, February 20, 1!)06.
mittee of judges, he stated Us car at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Mat. Frost, Box No. C.-- Santa Fe,
South Hound
North Hound rying power to be much below what
felt sure tho gun would accom New Mexico.
he
No 1 Ml
Station!.
Altl No 2
pllsh. The result of the trial was
1 iiti
p 0 Lve..,,SantR Fe.,.Arr 7,0001 4 M p therefore a great surprise, Instead of
" ....Dnuaclaua... " 8.8W 4 01 D
I. !B p
disappointment. U Is the same with
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
a
Blanra.. " 6,4
j, id
2 ?5 p
" ...Vepa
the manufacturers of Chamberlain's
ktmuedy.,.. "' r.w.oi a Id
1,0
2
a,
i M p ilh "
Clark
i.'s,
Chollc, Cholera and Diarrhoea RemS 4li p 41 "
Staulev.,... " 8.3201 e 10
4 10 p 6a "
ATTORN EY8-ALA W.
Mc.rlarty ... " 11,250. .as
edy.
They do not publicly boast of
"
US
4
MuIiitoHi. .. " B.ntsi l 10
j, 81
all this remedy will accomplish, but
IH p Bit "
KataiiMn,,.. " 8.14012. 43
a.;t0 p 81 "
Wlllur.t. ... " ll.liflll id
MAX. FR08T.
prefer to let ihe users make the state-- '
II. Mi p 92 "
....PnitfroMo,,. "" u,2io;iu u
meats. What they do claim, ia that
1 Ifi p
"
Hlunoa
Attorney at law.
6,28ft ID. 80
5 ir, p 116 Arr....Torniin'B.,Lve
8,475 9
It will positively cure diarrhoea, dys- Santa Fe
New Mexloo,
entery, pain lu tho stomach and bowRICHARD H. HANNA.
Connecting nt Santa Fe, N. M., with els and has never been known to fall.
tho Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for For sale by nil druggists.
Attorneys at Law.
Phone 66.
all points lu Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Office, Griffin Blk.
Montana, Washington, an. the Great
Old Chronic Sores.
t
Northwest.
aw. PRICHARD,
Ah a dressing for old chronic sores
and Counselor at Law.
Connecting at Torrance for all there Is nothing so
Attorney
Chamberas
good
Practices in all the District Courts
points east and west with Golden State lain's Salve. AVhlle It Is not advisLimited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pull- able to heal old
sores entlrelyl they and gives special attention to case
man berths reserved by wire.
should be kept lu a good condition, before the Territorial Suorenie Court.
For rales and Information address
for which this salve Is especially val- Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
uable. For sore nipples ChamberBENJAMIN M. READ,
General I'ussenser Agent, Santa Fe. lain's Salve has no superior. For sale
Attorney at law.
To and From Roswell.
by all druggists.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Connection made with Automobile
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Ave.
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
The New Mexican Printing ComDanv
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- Is
to
furnish
cards de vlslte
prepared
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
CHAS. A. LAW,
for ladies or gentlemen on short noat 12 noon. Automobile leaves Ros- tice, in first class
Attorney-at-Laat
reasonable
style
well for Torrance at 1 p. ni. and arrives
U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
either
or
Call
nrlnted.
prices,
engraved
at Torrance at 10 p, m. The fare be- on the New Mexican
New Mexico.
Printing Com Clayton,
tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and leave your orders.
pany
Roswell
and between Torrance and
N. S. Rosa.
George Spence.
Reserve Beats on automobile by
$10.
8PENCE & ROSE.
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
REMEMBERI
Attorneys.
Manager Automobile Line. That the Bon Ton Is the only eating Land, Mining and
Corporation Law,
house In the city of Santa Fe that
Specialities, Notary In Office.
keeps open at night. The doors are Estanela.
New Mexico,
ELKS' CONVENTION AT DENVER. never closed and you can get someAmusement Program.
thing to eat at any hour of the day or
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
July 10th, Wild West Show.
night.
Attorney at law.
July 17th, Elltch Gardens, Band ConLas Crucea, New Mexico.
cert at City Park, Automobile rides
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn
about the city.
July 18th, Monster Band Parade of Ing out some of the most artistic Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counall bands in attendance. Band con- binding in the Southwest. It Is the ties-, Third Judicial District
most completely equipped bindery In
test at Manhattan Beach,
A. W. POLLARD,
July 19th, Elks parade and Fire- the Rocky Mountain States fwth of
works at City P.irlc.
Denver,
Attorney at law.
July 20th, Excursions to all MounDistrict Attorney, Luna County.
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
tain Towns and Resorts.
. .
. . New Mexico.
Doming
Electrical Ulsplay nightly, the finest
Herewith are some bargains offered
ever given in America.
by the New Mexican Frlntlng Com J. H. Boaham.
C Wad
lit addition to above, entertainments pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
BONHAM & WADE,
to
of various kinds daily and ulghtly
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Attorneys at Liv..
which invitations will ba necessary. bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Practice In the Supreme and DisExcursion train carrying Santa Fe Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code trict Courts of
the Territory, In the
Lodgo will leave via I). & R. G. R'y Pleadings, $5; the two for $10; Adapt Probate Courts
and before the u. 8.
11
Mexico
a.
m.
to
New
Fare
Le.ws
ed
of
New
at
Code,
Sunday, July 15th,
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
golug July 13, 14, 15 and K. Return- Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English Officer.
La Cruces, N. M.
ing,
any date prior to August 20. leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
Sleeping ear reservations can be se for the round trip, $16.90, tickets good
E. C. ABBOTT,
cured on application to any D. & R. G, md Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
at law.
Attorney
agent.
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;
Practices in the District and SuSheriff's
Cover
Flexlhle
Pocket
Courts. Frompt and careful ator preme
two
Docket,
single, $1.25;
Saved His Co tirade's Life.
tention given to all business.
Mexico
Su
more
New
$1
books,
each;
"While returning from the Grand
District Attorney for the Counties
3
at.
Army Encampment
Washington oreme Court Reports, Nos. to 10, In of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
City, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was elusive, delivered at publisher's price. Juan. Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
taken with cholera morbus and was $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
in a critical condition," says Mr. J. Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
A. B. RENEHAN,
E. Jloughland, of Eldon, Iowa.
"I 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Practices in the Supreme and Disgave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
trict Courts; M inning and Land Law
and Diarrhoea Remedy and believe full lint school blanks.
a Specialty. Rooms
Sena Blag.,
saved his life. I have been engaged
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
for ten years iu Immigration work
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
and conducted many parties to the
You can get some bargains In the
CHA8. F. EA8LEY,
south and west. 1 always carry this real estate line right now by calling
(Late Surveyor General.)
remedy and have used It successfully on the reliable real estate dealers,
on many occasions." Sold by all drug- Hughes & Delgado. Office west side
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
of Plaza.
gists.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.

Santa Fc Central Rail'y
Ti:M:X2 TABLE

Modest

A

1

0W

I

a

Legal blanks ot every description,
and conforming to the laws ol New
Mexico, are on hand and for sale by
'.he New Mexican Printing Company.
. . Don't Be Backward.
. .
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican "ad."

Remington

FRANK W. CLANCY,

Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
District
Why Is It that the Arm of Hughes ft
Practices In the District Court an I
Delgado are making a success ot the tie Supreme Court of the
Territory;
real estate bUElness? It Is because this also before the
United States Supreme
firm Is reliable and any property
Court In Washington.

placed In their hands will be looked
after In a businesslike manner. Office
west of Plaza.
'USTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dockets especlallv for the use of Justices
of the peace. They are especially
ruled, with printed headings, In elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and dumbly bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full Index la front and
the fees of Justices ot the peace and
New Mexican Printing Company, constables
printed In full on the first
Dealers, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches.
These books are made up In civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 32
I1IIMIMIM
1IIHMI
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 820 pages criminal. To Introduce them they, are offered at the
following low prices:
Civil or criminal
.....$4.0O
Combined civil and crlmlnnaU..$5.0O
For 45 :ents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING 00.

typewrite!

EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 9(, Roswell, New Mexico,
Office over Citizen's National Bank.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
OSTEOPATHY.
A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.

DR. CHARLES

Palace

No. 103

Ave.

Successfully treats acute and chronlo
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Phone 1E6.
Hours:
m.,
p. m.
2

5

MINING ENQINEER8.
CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Englnssr.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexloo

tohosl of Mines.

Socorro,

New Mexico.

CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.
CORBET & 8MYTHE.
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
East side Plaza... ..Santa Fe, N. M.

RALPH A. MARBLE,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
United States Deputy.
New Mexico.
The New Mexican Printing Company Estanela,
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
HIRAM T. BROWN,
merchants; good anywhere. We will CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
sell them at Ave cents In book form,
D. 8. Mineral Surveyor
but will give a discount on quantities. ants Ft,
New If exieo,

SANTA

PACK FOUR,

HEADERS! dPERSONAL

HANAN SHOES

A. H.
day In

We're After You, Sir

t

!

Wu'll put ilii'iii iniilf llie best,
In.
pair (if shops hey ever liveil
We're utter ihe irudi; of the

MAN

PARTICULAR
lin Wfllils

In- -

BEST

1

thai

At

cuii lit produced

we'll

iirnl

Yp.

In

"Slimi-(torn.-

to

going

put It, too.

'W;-i?.,-

HOW?
Wliv, with
r

hlgh-srail-

tj

n

ti ml Hum1 si.yli'M
HANAN SII.OI0S In
v

Vi

Cnir skin, Patent

REStSTLHtO

KM

uU

Vlri Leather; I. nut) or Hlui'her
cuts, in nil the Idlest, lusts nnd
patterns. IVpiiih, faultlessly
made slioo, that, would oust more
monny at mosi stores. per piv:

- ii

$6.00 and $7.00.
We also have another line which comes cheaper
Own Make
in prices Oxford and High-cu- t,

American
Gentleman

ideal

Crt
t0
PJ.JU

$4.00 and $4.50.

For any of these prices
we'll give you a full
measure of comfort,
durability and style.

We are sole agents
for the FAY
Stockings.

Nathan Salmon
I

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

WINTER GROCERY CO.

!

CANON CITY

j

Strawberries!
Agents for

KINEIPP MALT COFFEE

j

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

1

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and 6rocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

ATTENTION OIVKN MAIL ORDERS.
SANTA

f

Mouth

UTILE
and

Crusts-F- ace

B IJ Y

Eyes Covered With
Itched Most FearfullDown

Pinned

to

Prevent Scratching
j

CURE

MIRACULOUS

BY CUTICURA REMEDIES

m

" When raj little boy
lit monthi old, h
hid eciema. The aorei extended to quickly
we
over the whole body that
it once called la
the doctor. We then
went to mother doctor,
but he could not help
him, and in out despair
wt went to third one.
Matters became o bid
that he had regular
in hit cheeki,
hole
large enough to put
finger Into. The food
had to be given with a
apoon, for hia mouth
was covered with crust!
at thick as a finger, and
whenever he opened the
mouth they began to
bleed and suppurate, aa
did alao hie eyea.
Hands, arras, cheat, and
back, in short the whole

i

body, waa covered over
and over. We had no
rest by day or night.
Whenever n waa laid
In his bed, we had to
nin hia hand! down:
otherwise
he would
AiroNsoHoBiAiH.
d
lcrat(,h hi, face
make an open tore. I think hit face must
have itched most fearfully.
" We finally thought nothing could help,
and I had made up my mind to tend my wifa
with the child to Europe, hoping that the tea
air might cure him, otherwise he was to be
put under good medical care there. But,
Lord be blessed, matter came differently,
and we aoon taw a miracle. A friend of ours
poke about Cutieura. We made a trial with
Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Resolvent, and
within ten days or two weeks we noticed a
decided improvement. Just as quickly aa the
sickness had appeared it also began to disappear, and within ten weeks the child wat
absolutely well, and his akin waa smooth and
white aa never before." F. Hohrath, President
of the C. L- - Hohrath Company, Manufact4 to 20 Rink Alley,
urers of Silk Ribbons,
South Bethlehem, Pa.
June 6, 1905.
Cuticura So.p, Otntm.Tit, and Ptlli are .old throughout
Sole Profl., Holloa.
th. world. Poller Dru(Chem. Corp., UusS
kin.1'
ear Mailed Frw, " How to Care (or

for the five barbecue and celebration.
Yesterday they selected homestead
tracts and today made homestead entries at the local land office. Mr.
Groves 'lias been very successful lin
Immigration work, having brought several parties to ithe Estaacia Valley
nearly all of w'hom became permanent
settlers.
Mrs. F. W. Cook, of Albuquerque,
who lias been on a visit to this city
has returned home.
United States 'Marshal Cre'lgihton M.
Foraker, of Albuquerque, has gone to
his cattle ranch, situated about four
miles west of Engle, on the .Tornado
del Muerto. Marshal Foraker has secured an abundant supply of water by
wells. The range there is very good.
His cattle ranch
just south of the
Armendaris Grant on the public doRoswell.
Chief Justice W. J. Mills passed main. IT. 8. Mine Inspector Jo E.
'witlh
through the city last night en route Sheridan of Silver City, went
to Engle, N. M where he was joined him.
in
today by Attorney Chas. Spiess
M
making a drive to Chloride, N.
The New Mexican Printing Company
where they are called on law business. has on hand a large
supply of padf
Albuquerque Citizen.
and tablets suitable for school work,
A. C. Pacheco, merchant and stock the desk, and also for
lawyers and
raiser of Arroyo Seco, and J. C.
merchants; good anywhere. We will
same
place, sell them at live cents In hook form,
farmer near the
spent yesterday in this city on per- but will give a discount on quantities.
sonal business, 'they returned to their
homes via the Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad this forenoon.
District Attorney and Mrs. E. C. AbTO THE LAWS OF
bott are expected home from Denver CONFORMING
NEW MEXICO.
tomorrow. Mrs. Abbott went to the
The New Mexican Printing Company
Queen City of the Plains some time
sis- has the largest
facilities nnd most
ago to attend the funeral of her
ter, and Mr. Abbott went last Tuesday modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
of rrinting and Binding In
to accompany her home.
of Loose-lea- f
Professor John Fielding, Jr., for. stylo. Manufacturers
jmerly insctructor in Assuit College, Ledgers. Tamphlets and Book Work
a specialty. Best Book Bindery in the
Egypt, and for the past several
months employed as a clerk in the of- -j Southwest,
Mining Blanks.
fice of the Santa Fe Central Railroad,
sheet.
will leave next Tuesday for Kinsley, Amended Location Notice,
rethe
sheet.
of
will
Publisher,
he
Agreement
spend
where
Kansas,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
mainder of the summer with an uncle.
sheet.
A party of tourists, comprising Mrs. Appeal Bonds,
nheet.
Misses Jessie E. Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
A. E. Bum, the
sheet.
Bond,
P.
M.
Bum,
Appearance
and
S.
North
Edna
North,
who are en route from Brooklyn, New Appearance Bond, on Continuance
.
York, to the coast, stopped in Santa
Fe today, guests at the Claire. They Bond for Appearance, District Court,
vls-- i Justice
sheet.
Quarterly Report,
spent the day very agreeably in
In the city. Bond to Keep the Peace,'
aheet.
the
sights
Interesting
Ring
Rheet.
'
Richard Fourehy, of Washington, Complaint, Criminal,
of Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComD. C, supervising superintendent
sheet.
plaint,
mnftt ruction of public buildings of
Forcible
and Detainer, SumEntry
the TTnlted States Treasury Departsheet.
mons,
ment, was in Santa Fe yesterday to Replevin Bond,
sheet.
look adter the construction of a pave- Execution
Forcible Entry and Dein
Federal
building
ment around the
sheet.
tainer,
this city. He left again for the easi Replevin Writ,
sheet.
on this forenoon's Santa Fe train.
Replevin Atfldavlt,
sheet.
and daughter, Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
Bowie
Alexander
shcet.
Miss Anna, have left Gallup for Colo- Warrant,
;
rado, where they 'Will reside in tihe Commitment,
Attachment
sheet.
Affidavit,
rememberwill'
Bowie
be
Mr.
future.
Bond,. sheet.
ed as the president of the Caledonia Attachment
r General
Blanks.
Coal Company, whose interests were
Bond
for
Fuel
sheet
Colorado
to
Deed,
the
sold
recently
aheet.
He was one of Bond, General Form,
and Iron Company.
sheet.
the original settlers and founders of Bond of Indemnity,
the Gallup coal camp and twice rep- Certificate of Marriage, 7Ec per dozen.
sheet.
resented McKlnley County in the Official Bond,
sheet.
House of Representatives of the New Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
Certificate of Election,
sheat.
Mexico Legislative Assembly.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
J. M, C. Chaves, of Ablqulu, a well
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
known and respected citizen and sucab.eet,
Letters of Administration,
cessful horticulturist, Is in the city on
Administrator's Bonl and Oath,
personal business. Mr. Chaves states
sheet.
look
In
his
section
that crops
well,
sheet.
Letters
Testamentary;
of
water
that there Is an abundance
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
for Irrigation and that good rains
In Assumpsit on Note,
have fallen there during this week. Declaration
'
sheet,
The fruit crop, he believes, will not be
sheet.
as good as It ought to be on account Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sbeet
of the Insect pest afflicting
It, al- Assignment of Mortgage,
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
though considerable spraying has been
sheet
done.
He, expects to go to Las Vesheet.
gas before returning to his Ablqulu Lmm,
sheet
Latte of Personal Property,
home.
Chattel Mortgage, ' sheet
E. S. Groves, immigration
agent, Warrant to Appraisers, full ahaet.
and Dr. 8. S. Street, C. S. Cross, W. Power of Attorney,
sheet,
W. Parkinson and P. E. Bell,
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
from Wichita, Kansas, ar- Mortgage Deed,
sheet
rived in the el'ty from Estancla last Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet
evening The party arrived In
Clause,
at noon July 4th, In time Options,
sheet

FB,

N. M.

1

!

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated "Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies
and the name "Victor" Is a sure guar
antes that the quality Is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry

stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.
in

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE

LEGAL BLANKS!

first-clas-

V

Telephone! 4

Notice of Protest,
sheet
Notaries' Notice of Publication,'
sheet.
Warranty Dead, V4 sheet,
shoot.
Quit Claim Deed,
Bargain and Sale Doed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
Homestead Application,
ahuet.
Affidavit,
Homestead Proof, full sheet
No. 1 I Homest ead,
sheot.
Desert Iand Entry, 4 074a,
sheet.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet,
sheet.
Affidavit,
02b,
sheet
Township Plala,
ftheet.
Sheep Contract,
shoot.
Agreement,
Application for Llcinse, Retail Liquor
sheet,
Dealers,
Application for License, Games an
sheet.
Butcher's Bond,
Attachment Writ,
shoet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,

Established

1856.

Subpoca

6,

Incorporated

iSOfi.

1903.

Wholesale and Retail
Dry Goods
Our Goods Have the Call this Summer
We

carry the largest stock
Wc have the most varied

W

assortment
We show the latest styles

sheet
sheet.
sheot.

Execution,
Summons,

JULY

Seligman Bros. Co.

We sell at lowest prices
We maintain the quality

V sheet..

sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant
sheot
Stock Blanks,
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet; In Books
25 BlankR, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Vensheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
shect.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded,
sheet.
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's Re-- ;
sheet
corded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
Our Blank Books speak for them
selves.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto ile Arresto,
pllcgo.
Auto de Prison,
pllego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pllego.
Flanza Oflclal,
pliego.
Flanza Oflclal y Juramonro
pliego.
Flanza para Cuardar la Paz,
pllego.
Contrato do Pa tido,
pllego.
sheet.
Escrltura de Renuncla,
Documento Garantlzado,
pllego,
Formula do Enumeracion,
pllego.
Contrato Entres los Dlrectores y Preceptores,
plIegos.
Contrato do Combustible,
pllego,
Notan Oltllgaciones, 25c por 60.
Llhros Certlflcados de Bonos, SI.
LIbros do Rccibos, Sttpervlsores do;
Caniinos, :5c.
pllego.
Hlpoteca de Blenes Muebles,
Documento de Hipoteca.
pllego.
Documento C&rantizado, extensa for-ma entera.
Certiflcado de Matrlmonlo, 10c.
sheet.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
shect.
Lode Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond to Alining Property,
ehpet,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Property,

j

-

We lead,

others follow

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains In fact everything
in our line and we earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

For Haifa Century the Leedinf! Dry Good House in the City of Santa Fe

P. 0. Box, 210.

Phone. No. 36.

Colorado
c

STRAWBERRIES

!

Will only last five or six days more. Let
us have your order for a crate or more
for canning and preserving. Prices will
be lowest from June 16th to June 20th.

.

1

fl. S.

PUNE

& COMPANY
t
Phone 26
Leading urocers.
1

Phone 26.

r--

Bfoee.t.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
aheot.
Coal DeclaratoryStatement with Powe
Afflda-Priceof Attorney and

CUT PRICES!
CUT PRICES.
Wo have a quantity

or
sheetH, each
..$ .05
1
Full sheet, each
2
,
sheets, per dozen
.35
sheets, per dozen
,65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
sheets, per hundred
sheotn, per hundred
j... 2.50
4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
100 assorted blanks take the per
100 price.
On an order of 500 blanks, customer''
business card will be printed tinder fll
Ing without extra cost
Qize of Blank.
7xS
Inches.
sheot, Rx14 Inches.
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Promissory Notes, 25: per pad.
"Minor law" Cards for Posting, 25o

of first class
furniture, gloves and ranges that we
ar$ going to close out In the next
thirty days at. great bargains. Now is
the i line to fit up your house when
yon can got the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret You
can pay cash and get a discount or
wo will give you all the time you want
on easy payments.
Call In and see
our goods.

On

each..

Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
Missouri Codo Tleadlng, (fi.
The two for J 10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
sheet.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet
vlt,
Notice of
sheet
Forfeiture, or Puhllshing Out Notloo
sheet.
Miscellaneous,
Laws of New Mexico, 1883, 1001 and
190S; EngllRh and Spanish; pamphlet, $2.25; full leather, $00.
Codo of Civil Proceedure, full leather
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
Price Laws 1005, English ant? Spanish,
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $.1.50
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket,
single, $1.25; two or more books,
$1 each.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
240 Pago J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket $2.75.
320 Page .1. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00.
e
480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
480 Page
Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet
Application for License,
Sheriff's Monthly Report
shet.
School Blanks.
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportionment of School
sheet
Fnnds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Appointment
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
shoet
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
eheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet

.

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco

St., Santa

Fe.

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

General Insurance Agents

Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA FE, N.

!H.

Right-of-Wa-

hand-mad-

hand-mad-

CHARLES WAGNER

Ftw nittife Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

We are as far in
LEAD

the

as
UNDERTAKING-

-

AND EMBALMING.

Charles Wagner, Llcenxd Embalmer.

a a aaaaaa

TEDDY
in representing

the

PEOPLE

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaai

llev; mexico

Eng opent

Bureau

e

-

AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
V

Business of

Non-Residen-

ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fttilt Trees.
--

-

home-seeke-

228 San Francisco St. V i

PRIOAY,

1

'

,

'

ni'ip-nile-

j
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Mills and wife, tourists from
New York, spent today In Santa Fe,
sightseeing.
M. B. Rendall, a Chicago knight, of
"the grip, was In town today and called
on local dealers.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Tapp, of Lamy,
were visitors to Las Vegas during
the present week.
M. H. Nichols, Denver traveling
man, looked after commercial business
in Santa Fe today.
man
Robert Falcaner, traveling
from Chicago, today loked after bus-Iness in the capital,
Mrs. .Tacob Stern, of Las Vegas, has
gone to Topeka for a visit to relatives
in the Kansas town.
Attorney General W. C. Reid returned yeslerday noon from a trip to
Las Vegas nnd Albuquerque.
Ralph Palmer, an employe of the
Santa Fe Railway Company at Las
Cruces, was in Santa Te today.
The Misses Shock, tourists from
Warronsburg, Missouri, were in the
city today en route to the coast.
Chief Justice W. J. Mills, of Las Vegas, Is on a visit to the central part
of the Territory on personal business.
A. C. Pauley, civil engineer trom
Albuquerque, arrived in the city and
registered at the Claire. He came on
business.
Morton Nelson, traveling out of St.
Louis for a wholesale mercantile- firm,
was in Santa Fe today on one of his
periodical business trips.
F. S. Dezendorf, chief of special
agents in the Southwest of the General Land Office, returned last evening from a trip to Albuquerque.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president of
the Sun Miguel National Bank at Las
Vegas, arrived In the cMy last even
ing and registered at the Palace.
President W. S. Hopewell, of the)
Albuquerque Eastern Railway, came
in from Albuquerque yesterday and
o railroad business while
in the city.
Mrs. W. E. Oortner, wife of the
court stenographer of the fourth judicial district, has left Las Vegas for
a lengthy visit with relatives at her
former home In Goshen, Indiana.
W. D. Dillon, of Loveland, Colorado,
and H. C. Groves, of Woodard, Okla-- !
homa, are in the city, guests at the
Normandie. They are placer miners
and it Is their intention to do some
prospecting In the Territory.
'
.Tndee William H. Pope, of the fifth
judicial listrlct court, was invited to
deliver the Fourth of July address at,
Portales, the county seat of Roosevelt-Countybut was unable to attend on
account of pressing court business at
B.

-

A'size and
width for
every
man's foot.

249-251-25-

Ireland, of Espanola, spent to- Santa Fe, a guest at the Pal-

July.
,!.

NEW. MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

MENTION! TERRIBLE ECZEMA

ace.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Daniels, of Las
Vegas, were visitors In Santa Pe today.
J. M. Anaya, of this city, was a visitor to Las Vegas on the Fourth of

!

Want Your Fe

W

I1!!

The New Mexican Printing Company
Is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
In handling land office blanks, necessary Ju homestead entries and In mineral applications. Prices low, especially In quantities. Circulars giving
n applicafull Information furnish
'
tion.
'

IN Palic

Avmhc.

'Phont

No. 1N.

AtJ

FRIDAY,

JULY

SANTA J7E

6, 1906.

f

purpose of conferring the M, M. degree. Visiting Masons are" cordially
Invited to attend,
The citizens of El Paso enjoyed another cool day yesterday, itho highest tomperatiM'o having been only 68
degrees. It was raining there at C
o'clock this morning and .26 of an
Inch had fallen during tho past 24
hours. The lowest tenvperaturo during tho night was 50 degrees.
A horse, belonging to Celso Lopez
and valued at $150, broke out of its
stable on the night of July 3d, and
was tho next day killed on tho Santa
Fe R'atlrond tracks at Canouclto. The
animal was raised at Canomcito, which
accounts forthe fact that it went
there as soon as It escaped from the
barn.
,
As his precence is much needed on
his cattle ranch near Lamy, T. W.
Hanna has arranged to turn Ms meat
on San Francisco Street over
to John Brown and J. R. Valencia, his
employes, for the rest of the summer.
He will spend a couple of months on
his ranch before resuming charge of
his market.

MINOR CITY TOPICS)
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L, L. Milton, sheep buyer from El
Paso, passed through Sanln Fp today
en route to Colorado.

Joe Castgana and Antonio Bonacco,
coal miners from Blosburg, were in
town today,' guests at the Norniandle.
The New Mexican Bindery is turning out Romo or the most artistic
tdndlng In the Southwest, It Is the
most completely equipped Mudorv In
tlio Iioely Mow tain Stales south ot
"If you would he wealthy," said Benjamin Franklin, "thlntt ot saving as
well as getting."
We pay three per
cent on special deposits. United
States .Bank and Trust Company.
Members of the Santa Fe base ball
team were seen in Albuquerque, and
they stated a desire to get a game
with the Las Vegas team. A game
with Santa Fe would be interesting.
l.as Vegas Optic.
.

Quite a numner of people went to
Tesuque today to attend the feast
and dance being held there by the
Indians of the pueblo. A dumber went
in carryalls from Closson's stables,
while others went on horseback,
The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pan
and tablets suitable for school work,
tho desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. Wo will
sell them at five cents In book form,
but will give a discount on (jiianHtlcfl.
There will be a special communication of Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A.
F. and A. Masons, at Masonic Hall
at 7:30 o'clock this evening for the

E. C. Burke, referee and special examiner In the case of the Arizona and
Colorado Railroad Company, vs. tho
Denver and R1o Grande Railroad Company, has received notice that the first
hearing which Is to be held at Doming has been postponed from July 9th
to July 23d. A hearing will also he
held at Aztec, August 1st,
Rev. J. H. Smith, of Las Vegas, pas- lor of the A. M. E. Churdh .will 'bo;
in the cliy Saturday the 7th nnd will
preach at itho A. M. E. Church on
Johnson Street at .11 a. in. and nt 2:301
p. in,; he will preach, by request, Sun- -

XEAVr

MUXfCAX,

SANTA FE, K. M.

pace

Fivej

day at the Penitentiary and at 8 p. m.
at the A. M. F Church, Board meet
lug Monday evening at 8 ip. m.
s
There have been heavy rains in
jnd vicinity since Monday afterIt began raining
noon. Yesterday
about noon and there was a steady
Contagious Blood Poison is the worst disease in the world ; not only
downpour until C o'clock last evening.
The ranges in that section have been those who contract it suffer, but the awful taint is often transmitted to innocent offspring whose lives are blighted and bodies diseased because the
greatly benefited and the Indications
are for a successful year In farming virus of Contagious Blood Poison has been allowed to remain in the family
The first sign of this disease
In the Calisteo Valley, where there blood.
I oontmoted Oontairloui Blood Poiton
is Usually a little pimple or blister, byuslng towel unml by some infotd
Is much land under cultivation,
.'
and had evury symptom of th
peraou
then a red rash breaks out, the mouth
disorder. I tried everything I heard
A report received by the New Mexnd throat ulcerate, the hair comes of but the disease Rut worse until I heardol S. S. d. whloh I commenced, and conican this morning was to the effect
Out, copper colored spots appear on tinuedvhetreatmentuntlll
waaentireW
that there have been heavy rains dur- the limbs,
1'hia
back
breast
as
; and
and
the
(f
?d
never
seen
have
the
iltirhtnat
ing the past few days along tho Cha-m- disease more
sign of the
thoroughly pollutes the
sluoe.
sohloEMBB.
jos.
River, but that no danger from blood, sores and ulcers form and if disease
801 Allen Ave., St. Louie, Ho.
floods Is anticipated.
There has not
the trouble is not checked the linger nails drop oil, and the soft bones
been much ot a rise In the Rio Grande of the nose and head are
S. S. S. goes down Into the
destroyed.
as a result ot the rains. The water
blood and forces out every particle of the
(3
gauge at Espanola Is covered by a
poison and makes a complete and lasting
sand bar, but it Is thought that the
cure. As soon as the system gets under the
water Is not 'more than three- feet
Car of Old Hickory Wagons have bouts, surreys, and platform spring
influence of the remedy the symptoms begin
above the low water mark.
to pass away, and when the cure is complete arrived, and are now on sale. It you wagons. You need not send east, as
Partly cloudy tonight and Saturday PURELY VEGETABLE. the patient is left in perfect health. So are In the market for a good wagon, we will give you eastern prices with
with local showers and rising temthoroughly does S. S. S. rid the system of the see the Old Hickory and get our freight added. See line before purWe have also buggies, road chasing.
perature is the weather forecast as virus that no signs of the disease are ever seen in after. years, and posterity prices.
received by the New Mexican from is born with a rich, pure blood supply. Book with complete instructions for wagons, steel and rubber tired runathe local weather man. The temper- home treatment and any medical advice desired will be given without charge,
To Our Furniture
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. CA,
ature at G a. m. itoday was 51 degrees. The maximum yesterday was
Department
61 degrees at 2:05 p. m. and the minwe have added a fine line of Framed
TEACHERS' CERTIFI3
52
imum was
at a. im. Thero was
1'ictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
IN
CATES
MEXICO
NEW
a mean temperature for the day of
Pastels, Etching, from the art store
Too
Arrived
Late for Regular Want
5C
of unman & Co., New York.
These
degrees and a mean relative humid-Column.
ioods are attractive and offered at a
Ity of 87 per cent ; precipitation .22 of Superintendent Hiram Hadley Makes
Additional Regulations and Exlow price .to Introduce them. It costs
an inch.
FOR SALE
Fine chickens, grown
Law.
plains
you nothing to look at them and be
From Albuquerque conios rlie newsj
At a recent meeting of the Territo- and small black Manorlcas, brown and
your own ludge.
that Arthur A Staab, of :)k;;iho:na! rial Hoard of Education
the law gov buff Leghorns. Lulu Flske.
SUMMER SPECiAi-TIECity, Okla., and Julius StUii'o. i Alliu- erning the granting of territorial
We have a full line of Gold Medai
querque, have filed an nc'ioii In the teachers' certificates was more deft
WANTED, LAND. Cun make quick
:ouip supplies, consisting of folding
district clerk's office again' t Mariano
nltely Interpreted. The law In ques- sales If price In ralisfactory or follow
cots, tables and chairs. These folding
F. Sena nnd Zulema R. tie Komi, with
tion reads: "The lowest, qualltlcullons lug properties: Coal Lands, Timber)
supplies occupy no space and add
Ronohan and Thompson of Santa flY, of such certificates shall be
equal to Lands, Grazing Land, Colonization
pleasure and comfort to your camp
attorneys for the plaintiffs, j'lainUffs thnt of those required of students
Land, Mining Properties.
life. Also, full line of tents and
Properties;
ask for damages amounting lo $150, who
the full professional must be large and of established valCall and see them.
with Interest at 12 per cent from coursecomplete
in either the New Mexico Nor- ue. Several Milion Dollars ready for!
FRUIT JARS.
nnd
until
20,
1905,
ajk mal School or the Normal University." Investment.
January
paid,
Land scrip bought and
Wo have a large stock of Jars, all
thnt they be empowered to sell real The board declares that
teacher
sold.
any
Hugo Saberg Raton, N. M.
sizes and rubbers.
estate and premises of defendents
having all the credits mentioned in
and recover attorneys' fees and costs.
group 1, below any four credits from
A GRAND
DINNER
Judge John R. McFle deceived a let group 2, shall be considered as havTomorrow we will show you what
ter this morning from Delegate W, H. ' ing the necessary qualifications. A
SAVE YOUR ICE
Andrews, in which the latter stated credit, the board states, shall consist can e done In the way of serving
and consequently your money by purthat he had taken great pleasure in of five recitations a week for 3C weeks, ercat big dinuer for only 25 cents.
Is built
complying with the request of the or an equivalent. Practice teaching The Hon Ton Hotel nnd Lunch Room. chasing a refrigerator that
scientifically and la the most modern
Judge to procure an increase of pen-- shall ho considered as practical teachstyle. Wo can sell you the best one
sion for Mrs. Eliza J. Hudson, a rest-- !
ing in an elementary school tinder the
- A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
on tho market today and win guarRio
dent of Tres Piedras,
Arriba; supervision of a critic. A letter statMakes a man feel at peace with the antee It to give absolute satisfaction
County, and a widow of a soldier of ing the interpretation of tho law as
whole world. You can pet It at the or we'll take It off your hands.
the civil war. Mrs. Hudson Is also a made
by tho board has been Issued Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.
You will obtain more refrigerator
distant relative of the late President from the
office of Professor
Hiram
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
Abraham Lincoln. The pension will
of "public InHadley,
superintendent
than from any other cold storage box.
amount to $12 a month. Delegate
The qualifications are as
struction.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
Andrews introduced a special bill and follows:
saves
health and saves work. Booksucceeded In having it passed through
Group I.
both houses and secured the signature
let for the asking.
Artihmetic Review (with a view to
of the President to It. The pension
Zoology
will aid Mrs. Hudson materially, as teaching) (1), Geometry (1),
models made from
English Grammar
she Is old and not in good circum- ReviewAlgebra a (1),
to
view
(with
teaching) (1), explanations.
Machine, gun
stances.
Composition and Rhetoric (1), History
and
bicycle repairing. Also
of English Literature and English and
American classics (2), United States new and second hand bicyCivics
General
TO-NIGH! History
T
I
History (1), Physiology and Hygiene cles for sale and guaranteed.
Botany
Physical Geog13 Fe
raphy
Psychology (1), History
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
of Education, including a general
256 San Francisco 8t:eet 256.
knowledge of the following school sysWe make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
W.
I. SWAIjN
tems; The German, the French, the
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
United States, and the New Mexico
Attention. Send for Cataloguo.
CO.
l
School
Management
DRAMATIC
C510 8outh Broadway
Method
9,
Special Method In
T. W. ROBERTS'
UU.
nUWLAIIU 06
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Reading, Geography, Language and
0. K, BARBER SHOP
Translatad from the Frarch In 81s Acts. Spelling, and Primary Arithmetic (1).
Practice (1).
Observation
Three First Class Barbers,
Group II.
s-p-sai
Latin (2), (3), or (4), Spanish (2), 3
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
SoGerman (2), Trigonometry
Largest & Best Tubs in City
Ethics
ciology
Geology
H
Commercial
Astronomy
Law
English History
Chemistry (1),
HENRY KRICK
Twenty-seveschool months of four
Sole Agent For
weeks each, of successful teaching
WHOLESALE
r
In
of
lieu
be
the
will
accepted
WARDROBE AND STYLR OP
Letup's St. Louis Beer
of observation, and the one year
end
Malls orders promptly attended to.
of practice teaching specified under
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
THE 17T1I CENTTRY.
Group I.
RETAIL'
Telephone No. 38
Before a certificate will lie Issued to
a person residing outside the territory
DEALERS IN
he must present satlcfactory evidence
- 25cts
ADMISSION that he Is employed to teach within
!
the territory.
Doori open 7: IS- Show (.'ouimences 8:15
in
A foe of three dollars ($3.00)
five
the
for
certificate,
Any Flavor You Desire.
years'
charged
SATURDAY NIGHT,
JESSE JAMES
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
and ten dollars ($10.00) for the life
We will deliver Soda Water In any
certificate. Do not remit until after
quantity to any part of the city.
COUNTY BONDS.
having received notice of favorable
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
action on your application.
Notice
hereby given that (railed bills will
Telephone No. 38.
No life certificate will be granted;
he received by the Board of County Com
niiwiioiiers of Torrance Count) , in the Ter- to
not
who
at
one
has
had
least
any
ritory of New Mexico, at the office of the
office of the clerk of the board In Estancia, five years 'successful experience in the
M.. up to twelve o'clock, noon, on the
Of Now Mexico.
It is THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
fifteenth day of Auguot, 190U. for the pur- public schools
chase of Seven Thousand Dollnli of Court expected that, at the expiration of the
House bonds, and five Thousand Dollars of five
WILLIAM R PAPvSC-.S- ,
Prop.
years' certificate, the holder will
Current Kxpense bonds, which bonds will be
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa "
pnyable at the office of the Comity Treasurer bo entitled to a life certificate.
of said county, or at such place in the City of
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
rmirh the largest asset we have in our business. To have our
Graduates of schools that are not
New York aa the officers issuing the same
may direct, and shall be payable at the op- Normal Schools, yet have academic Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First
tion of the county nt any time after the ex- courses
customors say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
fully equal in all respects
Class Bartors.
'lie date
piration of twenty yean from
of East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
there, f and absolutely due an I payable at to the highest academic course
the end of thirty years after said date, with
ran be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
Intorett at the rate of five percent per an- either the Normal Schools of Now
Telegraph Office.
in the months Mexico,
the five
num, payable
may be granted
of July and January of each year Each bid
for. lidiability is our watchword and every sale we make ia closed
must be accompanied with a certified eheck. years' certificate only after they have
to
to
the
the
of
Chairman of the had three years of successful experiBOUGHT
order
any
payable
a
of Torrance
Board of County
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It ia a great
parts In the CounCountr for the sum of Two Hundred and ence in teaching.
should carefully fill out
Fifty Dollars, to be returned in ease the bid
try; send ticket
Applicants
satisfaction to bny at a store like this. Every article carries with
is not accepted or in ease the bidder shall
In and get cash for It; tran
every Item called for on the applicatake and (ay for said bonds if his bid
and the Board reserves the right to tion blank. Certificates and diplomas sactions guaranteed; association office.
it our guarantee.
reject any or all bids.
of other states do not receive official ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., AlbuBy order of the Board of County ComM.
of
Torrance
missioners
County.
recognition In New Mexico, but they querque, N.
John W. Corbmt,
are valuable evidence In making apClerk t f said Board
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
plication for any kind of certificate.
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
Arrangements are partially completThe date for the performance to be
of
given by the Juvenile Minstrels, twen- ed for conducting examinations
certy little misses, trained by Mrs. K. L. those apppllcants for territorial
-:
Baca and Edward Ehle, under the au- tificates whose diplomas and other evnot give sufficient evidence
spices of the Woman's Board of Trade, idences do
has been set for July 10 and 11. The of qualifications to Justify the board In
The only first class-icity.
If any
place for the production has not yet granting their applications.
in
to
none
Second
Territory.
examinabeen decided upon. It Is expected) should desire to take such
Ponr first class artists : : :
that this amateur performance will tion, please Inform the board.
"
1. 50
excell anything of the sort ever given
Electrical Baths
ALL PERIODICALS
here. Expense has not been spared in There it more Catarrh In ihli aeotion of
.25
Other Baths
than all other dlieaiea put together,
country
providing costumes, which are very and until the last few yeara wa supposed to
attractive. Among the program num- be Incurable. For Ita agreat many yeart Parlors located West 81de Plata
local dltease and
doctors
bers of special merit are three cowboy prescribedpronounced
local remedies, and by constantly W. H. KERR,
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
with
cure
treatment prolocal
to
tailing'
who
will
five
girls
sing "Cheyenne;"
nounced It Incurable. Sclenco has proven
girls In "Hottentot;" "Sympathy," a catarrh to he a constitutional disease and
new and catchy song and a military therefore requires constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
march and song entitled "Tho Orand Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It Is taken
Old nag."
Internally In doses from 10 drops to a
It aots directly on the blood and
muoous surfaces of the system. They offer
The New Mexican Printing Com- one
hundred dollars for any case It falls to
pany Is prepared to fill promptly and oure. Send for circulars and testimonials,
F. S. CHENET A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
satisfactorily all orders for engraved address:
Fine Rigs, tollable Horses,
Sold by Druggist. 15c.
lnl
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipation.
visiting cards, marriage announce
ugglss, turrtys, Hacks.
ments, Invitations and all work of that
A DYSPEPTICS HORROR.
kind. Prices as low as compatible!
whsn In ted
with good work. Call at the New Is solid food. In nine cases out of ten, Call up 'Phons No.
of Anythnlg In tht Livery Line.
Mexican office and examine samples however, if the man with a weak stomand prices.
ach would take a glass or two of Dr.
Drivers Fiarnishsd.. RessonsMt
New Linens, White and Fancy Lawns.
Laurltzen's Health Table Malt with
Rslss.
of
eve
he
find
soon
Blanks
he
would
Ladies,' Misses and Children's Hats,
each
that
meal,
y description
Legal
and conforming to the laws of New could eat anything. It's the best tonic
"Vl".1
Parasols, Etc All Below Cost.
Mexico are on hand and for sale by In the world for a wesk stomach.
CLCC.2QZf.
. H. S. KAUNK ft CO,
the New Mexican Printing Company.
Phone 26.
complete set of mining blanks at rea
CITY BOTTLING WORK3, Phone 88.
aonable rates Call and see them,

OUR LEADER

COHTAGIOUS BLOOD POISON

Cer-rillo-

THE WORST DISEASE IN THE WORLD

a

-

-

WANTS.

j

8,

sup-pliP-

Does your head ache? Pain back of your
eyes? Sometimes faint and dizzy? Heavy
pressure in your head? Bad taste in
mouth? Does your food distress you?
Are you nervous and Irritable? Do you ever have the blues? Then your liver
is all wrong I Make your liver right. Make it do its work better. ' Take one of
We
J. O. Ayor Co.,
Avpr'a PMIq eacn nignt, )usi one. We bsvs no seorets
or an cmr mtii.ine
lowmt. Ma:
l(.

Headaches

,,.,,,

r

SPECIAL
ONE WEEK

Read

Read

!

I

Men's Lace Weave Balbrig-ga- n
$1.25 Underwear
per suit $100.
Men's $2 50 Latest Style Straw Huts for One Week $2 00

Suits to Order That Are

RIGHT.
Fit Guaranteed

j

PATENTS!

Jttfilduuppllj

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

In the Big Tent

Gen-ora-

(1-2-

$20.00 Suits $18.50; $22.50 Suits $20.00
$26.00 Suits $23.00; $28.00 Suits $25.00
$32.00 Suits $27.00; $35.00 Suits $30.00

THE

$40.00 Suits $35.00

Tfu

0

IS

im

(1-2-

. . .

(1-2-

Coat and Pants for summer wear
$15.00 to $27.00; all the latest patterns, all new, no old styles Experienced Cutter to take measures. Come
and leave your order with us and we'll
do the rest.

SAfiTA F

Book-keepin-

FLOUR, HAY,

half-yea-

GRAIN, POTATOES,

HABERDA$r(ERY

Edward Ehle, Manager.

sALT and sEEDs.

SODA WATER

FOOLISHLY SPENT
flow much did you spend foolishly
today? $1.00? That was the income
of $(1,000 for one day at 6 per cent.
50 cents?
That was the income on
$1,000 for three days at 6 per cent.
10 cents?
That was the Income on
$100 for six days at 0 per cent. Could
account
you afford It? A savings
with us, and ono of our Home Banks
will help you keep part of this Income.
-

fill

(1-2-

WE COUNT

I UU1

UUUU W1L.L.

.

UNITED STATES

AjND

BAjNH

TRUST COPAJW

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Comml-eioner-

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.
Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
We Have a Hobby
Ready to Wear.

!

:

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

It is Stroesse & Bros. Made

are going to ride It just as long as It Is
for the lnterost of our customers to do so. VYa hava mad some
pretty strong assertions lu the past regarding the make of line
clothing. We have said nothlug, however,, that w cannot hack
with facts. Cotue iu and see what you can get for your $15 to $2.1.
Wo

SQDTT'T

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

Oaily

....
......

Proprietor.

r

Papers

Books and Stationery

I

. .

JACOB WELTMER

. .

1

LIVERY STABLE

This Week Only

j

Special Sale

-

w

CHAD.

,

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

SANTA

PACE SIX.

MEXICAN, SANTA EE. N;M.

rE'-NE-

WAN TS

CHARLES W. DUDROW
kll

P

KINDS OF BCII.DINO MATKttJAL

Cord juul Stovt WooJ Extra Dry, Cut to Kit Your Sto?
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
and HAG AN
Pait of the City:

bUAL

Phone

js

Santa Fe.

Branch Oti.i

t

and

Yii at Cf trill,;,

M.

H

GOAL s WOOD
,.50
lljitnn and Monoro Screened Lump, per f on
5.00
K.ilou Xut
Grnie
Screened Domcslio Lump, Trir.idiid Swiilliiosr, Kindling,
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful ntlention.
Ciond Commercial

YARD.
CAPITAL GOAL
t
OFFl"Ei OarHeld

Ave., Nnfir

T.

A

SSS

S,

f. Depot.

Jewelry Catalog No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing;.
IS FREE.

CATALOG

BROCK
FOURTH

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

FEAGANS, Jewelers

&

LOS ANGELES,

& BROADWAY

CAl.

"Love's Expedient"

NEWS NOTES

EL PASO ROUTE
THE

McCabe.
FLOUR MILL FOR 8ALE.
At Phoenix, M, L. Vleux has nil
Machinery complete, Including boll, the machinery installed for making
er and engine for 30 barrel roller flout asphalt. In the
past few weeks he
mill. Address, Martin Ihman, I.aa has also made several artificial stone
Cruees, New Mexico.
hitching posts.
A new class of boys will foe organized In the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium at
HOUSES TO RENT.
Douglas. The association in that city
Houses In rent, lcaao or tor sale, Is
growing rapidly, the membership
furnished or unfurnished, good locahaving almost doubled Within a. short
tions. Ct!l on the Tollable Arm, Hughes
time.
& Dolgado.
Ofllce west side ot Plaza.
Tho Douglas Improvement Com
pany Is sinking a new well at the
FLOOD FROM MELTING SNOW
pumping station at the end of FifMay bo expected a Uttlo later ou teenth Street, beginning the work ten
but. It, will bo nothing In comparison days ago.
Machinery is now on the
to the flood of people that will be road for the complete duplication or
present, at the grand dinner to be the present plant of the comjiany.
served at. the Don Ton Hotel and
Notwithstanding reports to the conLunch Counter tomorrow for only 25 trary, Mrs, Lamb had failed up to
cents,
yesterday to furnish the required bond
In the sum of $5,000. She is in jail nt
Tombstone, where she was Incarcerated
after the slaying of
The Now Mexican alms to please BarnesImmediately
in Douglas some two weeks
tho best element In the community. It
ago.
Is always hrlght, and It Is always clean,
Several new cases of smallpox were
paper lo send to your friends
discovered this week In the little Mexican settlement across the gulch, a
short distance east of Lowell, The
matter was Immediately called to the
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
attention of Dr. Bledsoe, who at once
Commencing May 1st. and until Ssp-- i took steps to Isolate the infected pairmher IJOih he Santa Fe will soil tick-- : tients.
el a on each Tue.ulay, Thursday
nl At Douglas, Vario Sa'.siro was arSaturday to Los Angeles and San Dl- rested Saturday charged with stealing
ego from Santa Fe at Ihe rate of $42.90 on
account book on the Copper
for the round trip. Return limit of
Queen store from another Mexican.
ticket November 30th, iflOil.
It Is alleged that Salslro had already
allowed In California. For particulars drawn a
supply of groceries on the orcall on agents of the Santa Fo.
der hook. He was placed In jail
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
and will be tried on the return of
Santa Fe, N. M.
Judge McDonald.
A meeting of the residents of
ANNUAL MEETING.
and the adjoining settlements
Benevolent and Protective Order of
was held Tuesday at tho Pirtleville
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
school house for the purpose of recJuly
to the board of supervisommending
For the above occasion, the Santa
ors the names of the persons to be apFo will sell tickets to Denver and re
as justices of the peace and
turn at the rale of one fare $K.00, fo pointed
constable for the new justice precinct
the round trip. Dates of sale July to
be created by them upon petition.
13th, 14th and 15th. Good for return
,
Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Garrett, of
passage until August 20th. Low rates
In Douglas a few
arrived
Missouri,
from all points on the Santa Fo t
days ago to spend the summer months
IT. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Denver.
In that vicinity visiting the various
mines and smelters. Mr. Garrett Is
EXCURSION
RATES.
SUMMER
professor of metallurgy in the Misliy way of the Santa Fe Central, E. souri School of Mines. Mrs. Garrett
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to is a. cousin of E. P. Fleming, formerly
points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, of Douglas, but now located nt PatMinnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South agonia.
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, WyIn order that the public of Arizona
oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
' Dales of sale .Tune flth to 16th, July may know the true conditions which
exist in Nenr MexJco and their possi1st. to 10th. good for return passage
ble bearing upon the matter of joint
until October 31st,
W. B. Kelly .editor of the
On these excursions, rates to Chi- statehood,
Blsbeo
Review,
says he will start the
cago for round trip will be $18.35. St.
1st of August on a trip through that
Louis $13.35, Kansas City $35.85.
His itinerary will include
Tenn., $45.50, For further Infor- Territory.
the
all
towns and counties
principal
H.
on
S.
call
mation,
Orrmshnw, gener
of the Territory.
al passenger agent.
A complaint was lodged against EmIf you do not care to pay for a dally ory Malln and B. Frank
Young, chargpaper, subscribe for the Weekly New ing contempt of court in spiriting
Mexican Review and get the cream ot away Mrs. Andrew
Zeigler and child
the week's doings. It Is an excellent to Jaynes Statloh and placing them
paper to send to your friends.
on a west bound train. This occurred
two weeks ago, Tom Herndon conveyOur "Want" Column 13 popular.
ing Mrs. Zeigler and child in an auto
to the point mentioned. Herndon was
Our "Want" Column Is popular.
a witness. The case was heard TuesWe print the latest and best news,
We print the latest, and best news.
day before Judge Campbell and was
New Mexican advertisers get trade. dismissed.
The last week has witnessed a
Legal Blanks of every, description
and conforming to the laws of New rise In the Colorado nt Yuma from
Mexico are on hand and for sale by 26.6 to the 28.1 foot level. This rise
the New Mexican Printing Company.
was foretold last week from reports
higher up tho river. At. the same
time there has been a slow but
Ttio New Mexican can do printing
steady cutting back by New River,
eoua) to that done !n any of the large the cut during the week having crosscities. Our solicitor: Every niece of ed the International lino west of
work we turn out. Try our work once
South of the line the river
and yon will certainly eorao again. We has been encroaching
on Moxicall,
have al) t.ho facilities for turning out and Wednesday night It undermined
every class of work, Including one of and carried away the Southern Pacific
the best binderies In the west.
depot at, that point.
,
Whether or not Tucson shall have
a high school will be the question
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
which the school electors of that city
The. Mexican Central has recently
will be called upon to decide very
placed on sale tickets to New York and
at a
It will
return, going via the Mexican Central shortly most public meeting. matter
Important school
to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco, be the
has come up In several years.
thence via the famous Ward Steam-- I that
A preliminary meeting was held TuesNew
York. The return
ship Line to
and was attended by
will be by rail over any line to El day evening
about twenty-fivelectors. Consid
Paso. The entire trip, covering thouthe Importance of the meeting.
sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its ering
tne light attendance was a decided
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
John M. Ormsby was electdozen of the largest cities of the Unl-- I surprise.
ed chairman of the meeting.
ted States, can he made for $122.50. A
Last week seven cars of leaf tobac- more delightful trip can not be
eo, fixed InJ'hand" and carefully pack-- J
r
planned, as
privileges are
,
allowed and the tickets are good for ed In boxes and commercial require-one year from the date of sale. The ments being strictly complied with,
crossed the line at Nogales. The to-- :
trip Includes the Clly of Mexico, the
was raised by the Yaquls In- "Paris of America." Further Infor- bocco
.11
1
.1. .
1,1..
mation can be securod by addrcssln? Minus (in inu n:i uie uitiiHa 01 iiitf gmti
River
and Its numerous tribuA. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, E) Yaqui
River tobacco is of a
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As-- i taries. Yaqul
Blatant General Passengor Agent, City superior quality and Is In all respects
Quite as good if not better than the
of Mexico.
Virginia leaf or that of the Carollnas.
It is, In studied conclusions, superior!
The New Mexican Printing
if not equal in class with the famous
has on hand a large supply of Tuxtla leaf.
writing tablets and scratch pads suitSunday morning. Arnulfo
able for school children, lawyers, mer-- I Early
and Miguel Carrillo held up three
chants and also for home use, which
men atWIlmot, a few miles
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound Chihuahua
east of Tucson, taking from these
,and cheaper if ordered In larger quan-- !
titles. These tablets are made from men, who had been working on the
Gila Valley road, a total of $243. The
tho odds and ends of the best paper
hold un men stated that, they were ofdouble
are
and
obtainable,
you
getting
ficers looking for nail breakers when
your money's worth when buying.
ito delivGIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE they commanded the others
er. The money was handed over when
THEM.
Peralta and Carrillo hiked for town
followed by the victims. The hold up
The New Mexican can do printing
men were captured In town and locked
to
that done in any of the large
equal
are on the police docket, ns
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of up. They
offenders.
previous
work we turn out. Try our work once
Rather an old burglarious Incident
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out occurred Saturday evening when a
In Phoenix was entered dur-th- e
every class of work, including one of residence
of the people occupying
absence
the best binderies In the west.
the rooms. A litle metal bank belonging to one of the young ladies, and
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
containing a considerable sum of gold
The new marriage license law re- and
greenbacks was taken. The police
quires probate clerks to post three were notified as soon as the burglary
In
now
law
the
of
copies
conspicuous was discovered but there was no availplaces In each preclnU. The New able clew to be found. A number ot
Mexican has printed the law neatly burned matches were found on the
on cardboard and is now ready to fill
floor, showing that the culprit or culorders In English or Spanish at fifty
had found it necessary to strike
prits
Prntinta xlorlra a
cpntfl for each nnftter
light to. locate the object of their
should enter their orders Immediately, j search.
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This handsome solid vestibulcd train rurw through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Jjouis without change. Carries through
sleepers Log Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, Ea snd Southeast.

FAST
TRAIN.

TAKE
THE.

I

NEW

TRAIN

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

It

PA90,

Mem-plii-

Mountain Time

p. in.

For schedules, rates and other information, call
B. W. CURTIS,
(
Southwestern Passenger Aent,
. ,

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

on or

drlres,

Til.
K.

(lri.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Teias.

I'. TnsNti.

Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Teias.

Out Rates are Low and
Service Is Unsurpassed

Fn Mm, CiUi Spis
nan

.

e

CHICAGO,
$31.50
ST. LOUIS,
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19.00

ONE FARE

Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October 31st.

Voportionately
Rates
to Hundreds
of Other
Eastern Points.
Low

stop-ove-

B

Cora-ipan- y

Through Sleeping Cars to

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Lotus
ELEGANT DINING CARS
Meals

a

la Carte.

All Cars Equipped With

ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS

For Further Information call on or address

H.

B. KOOSER, O. W. P. & P. A,
1700 Stout

rj. H. GINET, Jr., T.P.

Street, Denver, Colo.
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A verdict in favor of the Copper
FOR RENT
Orlglnul.)
Residence with eight
Queen Consolidated Mining Company
From the time Marcla Ford was a
rooms, near postofllee.
0. C. Watson was
returned at Tombstone In the little
and Company.
girl she was given to understand
case of the company against ,T. C.
that she was to marry a rich man, Tho

Stop-ove-

FIRE IMPLEMENTS.

EARLY

ARIZONA
iJ.."..'..".''..'i''...-'.'-...'-.i-.'-i".i'....3i-

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
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disadvantages of poverty and the advantages of wealth were druinmod Into
ber ears till It was supposed that sho
had learned her lesson well. She was
a quiet, obedient girl, and as she was
attractive her mother had great hopes
of at least seeing her the wife of either a practical business man or the
heic to an estate. Marcla knew that a
union with a scholar, a plodding physician, clergyman or eveu u lawyer
would be forbidden. As to one who
followed the fine orts for a living, Mrs.
Ford would put her daughter behind
bars rather than permit her to marry
one of them.
Several men either of meau-- or heirs
to means become suitors for tho girl's
hand, but she gave no ussurauce that
she would choose between them. Then
her mother received a shock. She discovered that her daughter was corresponding with some one who signed
himself "Arthur," and this Is all the
clew she had to his Identity. Confronting her daughter with the evidence of her disobedience, she demanded to know who Arthur was. Marcla
declined to eullghten her. The mother
stormed and pleaded and, finding her
daughter obdurate, shut her up and
hired a duenna to divide tho watch,
Marcla made no effort to leave the
house, and, though the two jailers
watched with the greatest care, they
did not discover that the prisoner was
attempting to communicate wllh any
one.
Weeks, mouths, passed, while
Marcla was Ihe same obedient girl she
bad always been except that she would
uot reveal the Identity of her lover.
But so long as she refused her promise
to give him up Mrs. Ford would not
relax her watchfulness.
No men except such as brought supplies to the house were permitted to
come upon the premises. Mrs. Ford
offered to permit her daughter to see
such visitors as she herself might approve of, but Marcla said that if she
could not receive whom she pleased she
did not care to see any one.
One spring, when the demon of house
cleaning enters iuto all good housekeepers, Mrs. Ford determined to give
her house a thorough overhauling. Papering was needed, but new paper
would not match old paiut, and tho
lady decided to have the painting done
first. She meditated going to the
country while the decorations were be
ing made, but for two reasons decided
to remain at home. In the first place,
sho wished to superintend the work
herself, and, In the second, she dared
not take her daughter where she could
not as well watch ber as at home.
Since It was at the height of the season for renovating dwelling houses,
but one painter was set to work. Mrs.
Ford seemed afraid of a man coming
Into her home, even a house painter,
and followed him about under pretense of seeing that he did his work
properly. He did not do It to suit her,
but was very obliging, and when he
had painted a room a color that clashed with another room opening Into it
agreed to do It all over again, taking
the loss upon himself.
"Are you a journeyman?" asked Mrs.
Ford.
"I have keen a painter five years,"
replied the man meekly.
"Well," added the lady, much annoyed at the delay and the position she
was placed in, "you will never make a
living with the brush. You have no
Idea of the harmony of colors.
Paint
the room over, and I will divide the
loss of time with you."
With marked good nature and patience the man painted tho room over,
but so slowly that by night he had uot
half finished It. Mrs. Ford telephoned
to his employer to send the next day a
man who knew bis business, but the
proprietor replied that be had not another man to spare. So the next morning the imbecile appeared and went to
work again. When be had finished the
room he had first spoiled the colors'
were a dream of harmony, and when
Mrs. Ford went In to look at it she
was surprised to see a decoration she
bad not bargained for. There was a
little niche in the room from which a
rosy cupld smiled at her.
"Did you do that'i" sho asked of the
laborer.
"Yes, ma'am. I kuow how to paint
signs."
"It's very pretty, but I don't want It
there. Paint it out."
The mau, apparently not the least
sensible to the want of appreciation of
his work, ran his brush over It aud began to paint the next room.
When the painter was gathering up
his brushes to leave the lady Inspected
bis work and found It bad been done so
badly that she was quite beside herself. She stormed and threatened, and
between ber wrath and the painter's
explanations In defense of his work
she was kept some time. When the
painter had departed she went to find
her daughter.
The bird bad flown.
Mrs. Ford vas without knowledge as
to where the fugitive had gone till the
next morning, when she saw a notice
In a paper that Arthur Parke, the rising young artist whose picture "Love's
Expedient" had been recently sold for
an enormous sum, bad married Miss
Marcla Ford, the daughter of Mrs. Peter Ford of M
square. How the
lover managed to communicate with
Marcla and the two set the trap for her
she never knew. The girl had bribed a
newsboy who left papers at the house
to take several notes to ber lover, in
one of which she mentioned the proposed Improvements, but when her
lover appeared in tho guise of i house
pBlnter she was greatly surprised. '
EDNA C. WALLACE.

In Tula t'onntrf lu
tlie Merentreutb Century,
Ore company
Undoubtedly the
organized in this country was formed
In New York In lO.'S. it was called the
Prowlers and was composed of eight
men, with 250 buckets, hooks and email
ludders. Where the buckets were obtained and whether or not they were
In addition to those owned by the town
the records fall to state, lu 1070 Salem
purchased two or three dozen cedar
buckets, besides hooks ami other
also the Hclcctmen and two
others were authorized to take
at fires and to blow up and pull
down buildings when such action was
necessary. This practice appears to
have been much more common before
the use of engines thau afterward.
Boston on Sept. 9, 1079, ordered that
every quarter of the town should be
provided with twenty swobes, two
RCoopcs and six axes. The swobes, or
swabs, as they are now called, were
long handled mops that could be used
to put out roof fires. The general use
of swabs has long since disappeared,
but when a slight blaze is beyoud the
reach of a pall of water and more Improved apparatus is not at band a
long bandied mop Is today the most efficient article to be used. In Japan
these swabs may be seen on many roof
tops.
In 1000 New York ordered that five
ladders and also hooks be made. In
Philadelphia no mention Is made of
public precaution against fire until
lOlHi, when a law was passed forbidding the firing of chimneys or allowing
the same to become foul. Each house
was to have a swab, bucket or pall.
Another act was passed In 1700 ordering every household to have two leather buckets. In the following year six
or eight books for the purpose of tearing down liouses were ordered to be
made.

ut
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BINDING

Dr. Eaton, president of Madison university, years ago, was beloved by the
students and his good opinion courted
above all things. One commencement
day the student who had delivered the
valedictory approached the doctor and
timidly asked blm what he thought of
the effort. The doctor looked at blm a
moment and then said slowly, "Edward, If you would pluck a few of the
feathers from the wings of your imagination and stick them in the tail of
your judgment, you would make better

speeches.'.,

THE FEET.

TliU Queer Cklneie diatom In a Comparatively Modem One.
China's custom of binding the feet of
its women is uot as ancient as has
been supposed. A correspondent of
one of the native Chinese papers
quotes from the letters of Yuan Mei,
who lived in the eighteenth century.
In one ot his letters Yuan Mei wrote
to a friend: "You ask me to get you a
handsome wife and ardently desire, as
your first requisite, that she shall have
small feet. Surely yon canuot be one
who admires true beauty. An admirer
of true beauty has bis own Individual
tastes, disduining to follow the dictates of others. Our ancient literature,
in both prose and poetry, has many allusions in praise of beautiful women,
but In no Instance touches upon small
feet.
"A work treating of the customs of
the Sung dynasty by Shcn Yo says a
man's well made shoes are said to be
square, aud a woman's round, at the
toe. In the T'aug dynasty, the first al
luslon to the feet of Yang Kwei Fei.
the court beauty, was about her silk
stockings, lu one of Han Tung Lang's
poems, referring to a woman's feet, he
says, 'Her six inch feet so bright and
sleek.' These allusions clearly point
to unbound feel."
Yuan Mei's letter concludes by saying that the taste of those who Ignore
the beauty of face aud form is depraved, He laments that sensible men
should be so led away by a foolish
fashion.

It is

Or lulu of the Orange- to India and to the Arabs as

middlemen that Europe, and through
Europe America, owe the orange. The
orange crossed from Africa to Spain
with Mohammedanism, while probably
the crusaders are to be thanked for
bringing it to Italy aud western Europe among their trophies of the east.
"
The very name is really Arabic
and of eastern origin, though
the legend that it comes from two
words meuulng "elephant" and "lie
HI," because elephants ate oranges to
make themselves III, Is absurd, Probably in French the initial "u" is dropped olf from uarauj, with the final
"u" of the Indefinite article, just lis
our "an aprou" represents "a uapron,"
and the spelling with an "o" points to
false association with "or" (gold).
Economista, Havana.
"ua-rnnj-

(iood Iteaaou.
Two Irishmen wore digging a sewer.
One of them was a big, strong man
about six feet four inches lu height,
and the other one was a little, puny
man about four feet six inches. The
foreman came along to see how the
work was progressing aud noticed that
one of thera was doing more work than
the other. "Look here," he cried, "how
is It that little Dennis Dugau, who is
only half your size, is 4olug nearly
twice as much work as you, Patrick'"
Glancing down lo his partner, Pat replied: "And why shouldn't he? Ain't
be nearer to it?"

Fixture..

Fred climbed
One day
upon a chair. to reach something he
wanted.
"You must not get ou that chair with
your feet, dear," said his mother.
Fred looked down at his feet, evidently puzzled.
"Why, mamma," he
said, "I can't take 'em off!"
d

Hon

Not To.

"Please read our paper," annotated
the editor In returning the manuscript.
"I do." wrote back the contributor,
"and my stuff is designed to show that
I know what Is the matter with your
T.edger.
old
paper."-Philadelp-

hia
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For Ihe Stomach
Heart and Kidneys
Dr. Shoop's Restorative Is a Came
Cure
not a Symptom Cure.
It Is a common mistake

tor stomach
for weak hearu-- or

to take artificial

dices-ter-

II

s

or heart stimulants
kidney remedies for
diseased kidneys. These organs do not act separor
ately of thdir own aeoovil they have no control over themselves and not once In )() times
Is the sickness Die fault ot the own. It is ths
fault ot the nerves which control the ontan
muse A nerves oan stomach.
Buuumy
kidney I or heart
orders be cured. Dr.
Shoop, of Kucloe,
Wisconsin, learned
early in his medical
experience thai
these inside nerves
were the power
nerves that
tnrounu tneiu
only was it pom
Slmetocureln- tiiitesiion,nar
Durn, belch- inff, insomnia,
oaoKaobe,
heart
ceases, and
dls
ease and all
otheraNecMons
of the kld- neya. b'or ail of
these ailments
are not separate
sicknesses and
are nut to be rented
ssucfa. Thevara

Inside nerve weak- merely symptoms of
nerves are restored
and when til
the symptoms anil I
sickness disappear.
The remedy whiuh Or. Shoop prescribed for
these ailing nerves is known as Dr. Shoop's
Kestorative.
ltrelleves the uain and distress nr
kidney, stomach and heurt troubles qulckereren
than those medicines designed simply to Klva
temporary relief. Dr. Shoop's Kestorative (Tablets or Liquid) can now be hnd of druggista
For sale and recommended by
everywhere.
ueHs,

FISCHER DRUG CO.
If you cannot afford to pay for a
dally paper, subscribo for tho Weekly
New Mexican Review and got tho
cream of tho wenk's doings. It Is a
good paper to send lo your friends.

LAZY LIVER
"I find O as carets so koo1 that T would no. tn
without them. 1 wut troubled a grem deal with
Now Bines taking
torpid liver and heailaulie
Catuareti Candy Cathartic 1 feel very much batter
jl ill all certainly recommend them to my frltiida
a uie ubkb uiouii'ine i nave ever seen,"
A u rift Hazluet, Ok born Mill No. 2, Fall
Rlvar.MtH.

tiP
V.

The Bowels

j
T

CANDY CATHARTIC

Plaiant, Palatable, Potent. TastnQood, Do Good,
Kever Sicken, Weaken er (l ripe, 10c, S5e,60c. Never
old in bulk. Tim genuine tablet etamped UCC
Uuarauteed to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co.. Chicago ot N.Y, dot

mm sjur.

o

zwv.zn coxes

BARGAINS IN ORCHARDS AND RANCHES
Located in the Fruitful and Far Famed
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
North of Santa Fe.
The following orchards and farm
properties In t'he famed and fruitful
Espanola Valley in southern TUo Ar
riba County In the Territory of New
t a bargain,
Mexico, are for salo
There are satisfactory reasons foT selling. The section is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only In New
The
Mexico, but in the southwest.
supply of waler for Irrigation purposes
is ampin and slable nt all times. The
climate is of tho best. For particulars
address It. ('. Bouuey, real estate and
insurance agent, Espanola, New Mex
ico. The properties are:
No. I, 45 a!i'os; 1.1 acres la alfalfa,
one acre hearing orcnaru: snutii nouse.
well, barn and corral; all foneed and
under Irrigation; one mile from post- oltlce, two and a half miles 'to nil Iron d
station; price $"0 per acre.
No. 2. Pull bearing orchard of 1,200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Espanola; good house, barn, corral
and packing house; produced 2,900
boxes of tipples InrfL year; irrigation
from llio Grande; price $2,000.
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and mar
mile to town,
ket' garden tnwrt,
railroad, postofUce, school and church;
tele
good six room house, having
phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack
ing house; a highly profitable business
and a line home; produces annually
$700 to $!)00 in vegetables alone; price
one-ha- lf

$2,2.10.

No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 520
teres wllh good fences and Improve
ments, has excellent waiter,- - shelter,
hay land nnd controls several thousand acres of fine gout grazing hind.
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
No. fi. Twenty acres, hsivkig about
ten acres of full bearing apples ot
slandard varieties, 'peaches and plums,,
seven acres of good alfalfa nnd three
acres garden land, good five room
adobe house, well built and finished,
good barn ; the whole place almost entirely surrounded by a hedge of
trees which erve as a protection
from the wind and add lo the attractiveness of the place; produced last
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
The public is showing Its appreciation of the attractive circulars sent
out by the New Mexican Printing
Company, in regard to rubber stamps,
by sending In a number of orders.
No. C. The "Espanola Garden," one
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
This place is a full bearing apple orchard and market garden tract of seven acres; a six room house; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a
place to make good money, besides
apples this place has cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and large beds of asparagus, spinadh and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alone of this place
bring in annually $750 o $900. The
net receipts last, year In vegetables
and frnK were over $500. Terms cash.
box-eld-

TbosfAvuII1(adacl)es

"

imagination and Judgment.

l.fii

ilipllam-f- i

JULY

Aro sure Indications of soma form of stomach
troublo, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next ovortako vou. Don't risk it. and above all.
don'ttake calomel orq'ilnine both are dangerous

HERBINE

has al! tbdr virtues none of their
doadly effects. HERB1NE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
thodlgestivo organs in perfect condition, bead off biliousness, headaches,
livor Ills, keep you in good health.
TOY IT
All DnigsUata.
Ifa & Bottle,
TO-DA-

"
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Rail oad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Belen Ctit-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y.

.

by Ruljy Douglas

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuqnerquo, N. M.,

Mrs.. Humphrey shelled the peas In
Hence, waiting for the outburst. She
was a meek little woman accustomed

to listening to her beautiful, tll daughter and obeying her behests unquestioning. Alice possessed all the Independence of spirit which her mother
lacked.
"No, mother," suld Alice, selling
viciously on a pea pod and breaking It
open, "no, you can't. It just Isn't born
In you. I've got to do It alone."
"Why, Alice!" exclaimed her mother
with hurt Inflection.
"Oh, I know It, mother. I'm a horrid
cross girl, but I can't help It. Father's
gone off again and left us with no
wood.
This has been going on for
three years now. Sometimes be remembers to buy a load, but when he
does we have to split It. And In the
meaullme we have to scratch and
scramble for wood just as If we were
as poor as poverty. Just look, we've
burned most of the fences till the place
looks more ghastly than ever, If possible."
"Alice, Alice," sighed Mrs. Humphrey, "yiu shouldn't talk so of your
father."
Alice's face flushed deeper and she
shelled a handful of peas before replying. Then she looked out of the door at
the Jlmson weeds.
"Everything Is all wrong, and It's all
father's fault. Why shouldn't I marry
Bob Phillips? Tell me that? Just be
cause he Is a college mau and his people live lu tow n father has set himself
against him. Now, why does father
send me to college If he expects me to
settle down to chopping wood and cooking for the rest of my life? No, mother.
I'm a sophomore now and I know more
than I did ouoe. 1 am golug to marry
Bob and father is going to agree to It
too."
Alice looked

T

IS

EO

at her mother steruly.

"See your hands, blistered and hard.
You creep out and chop wood every
time I turn my back. Look at my
hands." She held up slender fingers.
"Nice things to carry back to the college this fall! Now, I'm going out to
chop enough to get dinner with." And,
pulling a shade hat over her eyes, Alice
walked out Into the hot harvest sun
and picked up the ax.
Straight up to the new brooder house
she went and with a neat swing of the
ax began battering up the brooder
house door. In a few moments the
door bad disappeared and In Its stead
on the ground near by lay a neat pile
of stove wood. Still not quite satisfied,
Alice looked about her. A hayrack
lay on the ground waiting for the afternoon trip to the oat field. A few
firm blows from the broad of the ax,
and the side boards showed signs of
weakening. Half a dozen clever cuts
with the blade, aud the boards dropped
to the ground. In five minutes the
pile of wood by the brooder bouse was
augmented by a pile of heavy sticks,
and before Mrs. Humphrey could catch
breath to Inquire the source a brisk
blaze lighted up the front of the old
cooking stove.
A little after 12 Mr. Humphrey ap
peared at the door.
"Mother" Mrs. Humphrey paused,
with a bit of bacon poised on her fork
"mother, can you tell me what bus
happened to the old hayrack and to
the brooder house door?"
. Mrs.
Humphrey looked at Alice.
,
I
don't know.
"Why why, fathrt-':"
do
know
Alice,
you
Alice poured the steaming peas iuto
a china dish and then glauced at her
father. "Well," she said calmly, "you
will find part of the door still lu the
wood box, but the last of the hayrack
Is Just going up the chimney." Then
he carried the dish of peas Into the
dining room and set it carefully down
on the table.
Then Mr. Humphrey began: "Alice,
If you were not grown up I'd send you
to bed for two days."
Alice squared her shoulders, looklug
into her father's eyes with an expression strangely like his own. "Father,"
she said, "you are not fair. You give
your men the best sort of Implements
with which to do their work. You keep
the horses and cattle In buildings that
are for their greatest comfort, but you
expect mother and me to And our own
means for "dotug work that neither of,
us Is strong enough to do and to live In
a building that scorches us in summer
and freezes us lu winter. To say the
least, you are not fair."
The great veins swelled In Mr. Humphrey's forehead, and he took a single
tep toward Alice and then stopped as
If controlling himself by a physical
effort.
"Alice," he said, "I forbid you to destroy any more of my property. Just
bow to punish you for what you have
already done I don't know. I shall wait
until tonight."
That afternoon Alice was left alone,
as her mother was called away to see n
sick neighbor. For awhile she sat
quietly, then suddenly she flushed a little. Far down the road she could see
the figure of a man and a horse moving
leisurely through the heat. Alice
smoothed her hair and glanced down at
the dainty whiteness of her gown.
Then she waited. Soon the rider turned Into the yard, with an eager shout at
the sight of Alice. A fine looking young
fellow was Bob Phillips In bis natty
riding togs, sitting his saddle with the
ease of a westerner. And a charming
figure was Alice In the doorway with
the color deepening In her cheeks, her
great dark eyes brightening and the
dimples coming to the corners of her
mouth.
"Oh, Bob," she cried as he dismounted and tied his horse, "I've been wish-lufor you. Everything Is so topsy
turvy In this horrid place!"
Bob looked anxious.; "Is It your father again?" be asked as be drew her
down on the step beside him. Alice
told htm of her morning's experience.
Bob's face darkened.
"Look here, Alice," he exclaimed,
"I'm not going to stand this. I knew
things were pretty bad, but I never
knew you had to do this sort of work."
He took her hand, looked at the pretty
pink palm with the row of blisters
across It. "I'm not going to say any of
the things to you that I think about
lour father. Bjil tWlJi galSiJa toD.I
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tion of tho Main Line of the Santa Fe System

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, flalvoston and
points East to San Francisco,

Log Angeles,

El Paso and

Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, sizo 25iM0 feet, laid

streets, with alleys 20 foet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
out with broad 80 and

70-fo-

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000;

church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercuntile establishments; the Belen Patent Holler Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; throe
tels, restaurants, etc.,

ALL

ho-

for wool, flour, wheat, wino, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad

JOIW BECKER, Pmidtnt.
W2.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

LIMITED

EXPRESS,

MAIL AND

FREIGHT TRAINS CF THE SANTA FE WILL
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO

00

BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lota offered ire in the center of the city,, well graded (many of them improved by cultivation) ; no aand or
nerd a first class bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing shoj., planing mill, coal and wood
gravel.

Wo

yard, drug store, harness shop, eta., etc., also a

trtt

claM,

modern ho' el.

Our price of lota arc low and terms on easy payments;
d
title perfect) warranty deeds.
purchase money,
s
cash.
with
on
remain
note,
mortgage semay
One-thir-

BELEN T0WNSITE

Belen is the largest whipping point

FAST

Two-third-

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thereon.
Apply it onco for map and price, if you wish to secure
the choiivat lota, to

M. BESOER, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
This architect business lu slow lu starting, but I've got enough to keep the pot
I'm on my way out to the
boiling.
Seotls' summer home now. They want
me to ylan nu addition for them. But
tonight I'm coming back to tell your
father that we are going to bo married

at

once."
Alice shook her head n little fearfully. "No, Hob, dear," she said. "I can't
leave mother that way, and i want to
finish college first. No; father lias
to change. There is no sense lu his acting so to such a dear as you.'1
Bob grinned appreciatively an he
drew her to him, but he lost nouo of his
look of determination. "That's all very
well, Alice, darling, but I've a few

f

rights, and after supper I'm coming
back and rend the riot act to your father."
Alice sighed. Then she nodded her
head. "Yes, come back. I don't know
Just how, but some wny I'm going to
shame father."
"Don't you worry," said Bob. ''I'll
fix him."
As Bob disappeared Alice's glance
wandered toward the broad stump of a
tree that stood In the dooryard. As she
looked her eyes lighted with a mischievous smile. Then she began her
preparations for supper. In a short
time she appeared in the yard with two
covered dishes in ber hands. These she
placed on the top of the old stump
where the sun blazed down on their
shining covers. Then she returned to
the house to set the table.
The hay wagon rattled Into the yard.
"Well," called Mr. Humphrey, seeing
Alice in the door, "Isn't supper ready'"
Alice looked anxiously toward the old
stump. "I'm afraid things have not begun to boll yet," she answered.
Mr. Humphrey looked at the strange
array of utensils on the stump. "Alice," he said, "what nonsense Is this?"
"It means Just this," auswered Alice
bravely. "You refuse to buy wood for
us, and this noon you forbade me to
destroy any more of your property. So
when It came time to get supper the
stump seemed the hottest place at
baud, and I put the vegetables out
there to let nature take Its course. It
Is much easier for me."
Mr. Humphrey stood In silence. Alice watched him anxiously. Slowly the
angry flush died away, aud the corners
of his mouth twitched, lie turned to
the man who had been an Interested
spec! a tor.
"Jim," he said, "you might as well
finish up the old hayrack.
Split up
enough wood to get supper with."
Then he walked Into the house with
never so small a twinkle In his eyes.
That evening, as Alice and her father
sat ou the steps waiting for Mrs. Humphrey's return, Mr. Humphrey broke
the silence.
"I've lieen thinking It over, Alice,"
he said, "and and well, 1 guess father has been uegligent of his two
girls. You see, I didn't realizo how
bard some things are for women folks.
do you suppose you could plan a
a porch or a a window or something?" be asked vaguely. "And we'll
surprise your mother on her birthday."
For a moment there was silence;
then he heard a low sob beside him.
He reached out an awkward hand and
drew his daughter toward him.
"Why, little girl," hu said, "I didn't
know It meant so much to you."
Alice nestled against his shoulder.
"It means more than a porch," she
sobbed; "it means that, after nil, you
are nice, like other fathers."
Mr. Humphrey cleared bis throat.
"And I've been thinking, Alice," he
went ou, "that I've beeu hard oh Bob.
A rough old fellow like me gets prejudiced against these collego chaps.
When you finish school and Bob gets
a start -- well, you'll find that father
wants you to be happy after all."

!v,

Are Poor Shots.
During a resldeuce of many years

Indians

Fhe War to Treat This Distressing
A HI let Ion.
Eczema can, even when Inherited, be
controlled by attention to the general
principles of health -- cleanliness, exercise, proper diet, clothing and ventila
tion. Eczema patients, old and young,
should never use stimulants in any
form. They should take daily baths
and be most particular as to the regularity of all Important bodily functions.
Occasional doses of mild saline aperients, such as cream tartar, phosphate
of soda or the old fashioned remedy of
lac sulphur aud cream tartar, mixed in
equal quantities, with enough molasses
to form a creamy paste and taken
three times a day for ten days running,
then omitted until agalu required, will
be found of wonderful benefit. Let the
patient drink freely of lemonade aud
avoid salt meats, pork In any form,
and live upon a diet of fruits, red
meats and antiscorbutic vegetables.
Many people are particularly susceptible to shellfish, and a case of eczema
sometimes follows the eating of lobster
repeatedly. Strawberries will also pro
duce this effect frequently. Vigorous
exercise will often, by inducing excess
ive perspiration, act as a curative for
eczema, particularly when combined
with the use of. a harmless external
application. Sulphur baths are effica
cious for most skin diseases. If possible, it is well to take them In an established bath house, but they may be prepared at home as follows: To each ten
gallons of water add an ounce of sul- phuret of potassium, or to euch fifteen
gallons of water add an ounce of
of calcium. Where there Is Itch
ing and the eruption seems virulent the
sulphur bath Is excellent as n prelimi
nary treatment.

GREAT MUSIC.
The Mistical Influence II Wield Over
Oar Sensibilities.
Great music Is a physical storm, agitating to unimaginable depth the mys
tery of the past within us or we
might say it Is a prodigious incantation, every different instrument and
voice making separate appeal to different billions of prenatal memories.
There are tones that call up all the
ghosts of youth and Joy and tendencies; there are tones that evoke all
phantom palu of perished passion;
there are tones that resurrect all dead
sensations of majesty and might and
glory, all expired exultations, all forgotten magnanimities. Well may the
influence of music seem Inexplicable
to the man who Idly dreams that his
life began less than a hundred years
ago! But the mystery lightens for
whosoever learns that the substance of
self is older than the sun. He finds
that music is a necromancy; he feels
that to every ripple of melody, to every
billow of harmouy, there answers
within blm out of the sea of death and
birth some eddying Immeasurable of
ancient pleasure and palu.
Pleasure and pain! They commingle
always In great music, and therefore It
Is that music can move us more profoundly than the voice of ocean or
than a'uy other voice can do. But In
music's larger mterauco it Is ever th
sorrow that makes the uudertoue, the
surf mutter of the sea of soul. Strange
to think how vast the sum of joy aud
woe that must have been experienced
before the sete-.- of music could evolve
in the brain of man! I.afcadio Ilenrn.
The Stoue Forests of Arliona.
The regions of the Little Colorado
river In Arizona al)ouutl lu wonderful
vegetable petrifactions, whole forests
being found In some places which are
bard as Hint, but which look as if but

recently stripped of their foliage. Some
of these stone trees are standing just
as natural us Hie, while others are
piled across each other just like the
fallen monarch of a real wood forest,
Geologists say that these stone trees
were once covered to the deptli ofa
thousand feet with marl, which transformed them from wood to solid rock.
This marl after the lapse of ages washed out, leaving some of the trees standing In an upright position. The majority of them, however, are plied .belter
skelter in all directions, thousands of
cords being sometimes piled up on an
acre of ground.

among four different tribes or Indians
I found, with very few exceptions, they
were poor shots, either with the gun
or rifle.
When one considers that
from young boyhood they hitv been In
the habit of using a gun almost dully
and their very living depend In a
great measure on accurate shooting,
their poor marksmanship Is to be wondered at; nevertheless such is the case.
A good wing shot is a rarity among the
Indians. The Moutagnals of the Labrador and north shore of the gulf of
St. Lawrence are no exception, aud
this In a country where most of the
IS'nlUlna; ia Hope For.
wild fowl are killed flying. It is adam poor, but very ambiCholljr- -I
mitted they kill wild geese aud ducks
while on their passage north and south, tious. Will you marry me? Mabel-Y- es,
I'll marry you. I'm not at all
but this Is only possible from the Imhla
Bui
mense numbers of birds and a lavish ambitions
expenditure of ammunition. Forest letln.
and Stream.
uiyself.-Phlladelp-

;

.

VICTORIA

ECZEMA.

FALLS.

II. K. No. 8255.

Called "lue Mont llraiitU'iil Gem mt
the Harlh's heenrry."
The Zambezi river, carrying a huge
TOlume of water two miles in width, as
It reaches the western borders of
precipitates itself into u cavernous gorge and thus traverses ho north-erplains of the country.
This great drop in the river has produced "the most beautiful gem of the
earth's scenery," the Victoria falls. Almost twice as broad as Niagara and
two and a half times as high, an immense mass of water rolls over its edge
to precipitate itself in magnificent
splendor 400 sheer feet into the narrow
canyon below.
Undeterred, the Khodesian engineers,
without detracting from tho natural
beauty of the surroundings, threw
across the canyon a splendid 650 foot
cantalever bridge and thus opened the
way to Tanganyika, to Uganda, to
liho-desi- a

I

a

Cairo.

This bridge, the greatest, railway engineering triumph of Africa, deserves
more than passing notice, ft consists
of a central span weighing approximately 1,000 tons, 500 feet in length
and 30 feet wide. The steel work Is of
rolled steel weighing 490 pounds to the
ruble foot. The end posts of the bridge
are over 100 feet long. The pull on the
anchorage apparatus is about 400 tons.
The contract for the construction was
obtained by an English flim of bridge
builders the contract time
weeks. The work of erection was carried on from both banks, the material
being taken across the river by means
of an aerial electric railway. The electrical conveyor of this cable way was
capable of dealing with a ten ton load
at a lifting speed of twenty feet per
minute and a traverslug speed of 300
feet a minute.
An Initial difficulty In the construction of the bridge was the securing
of a firm foundation, and owing to the
crumbling nature of the bank a much
greater quantity of concrete was necessary than estimated.
The construction was happily unattended by accidents of a serious nature,
though n few slight accidents to body
work and the replacing from England
of ono piece of steel work were recorded. In splto of these delays tho bridge
was linked up at 1 a. in. ou April 1,
,
hours ear1905, or exactly
lier than had been estimated a year before. Lieutenant Colonel
Sir Percy
Glronard In Serlbner's.
flfty-flv-

e

forty-eight-

Uilu.
"I wish my husband would not stay
out at night," said the Utile woman.
"Cure him," said her companion, "as
a woman I know cured ber hubaud,
who used to stay out every night, One
night he came in very laie. or, rather,
very early, about 3 o'clock in the morning. He came home very quietly. In
fact, he took off his shoes ou the front
doorstep. Then he unlocked the door
and went cautiously and slowly upstairs ou tiptoe, holding his breaili.
But light was streaming through the
keyhole of the door of the bedroom.
With a sigh, he paused. Then he opened the door and entered. His wife
stood by the bureau fully dressed.
" 'I didn't expect you'd bo sitting up
for me, my dear,' he said.
"'I haven't been," she said. just
came in myself.'"
Cured

M

Goldsmith's Obituary .otloe.
difficult to find a more
quaint announcement of death than
that published lu an old newspaper lu
1774, at the time of Oliver Goldsmith's
demise.
,
"1774, April 4. Wed. Dr. Oliver Goldsmith. Deserted is the Village; the
Traveller hath laid him down to rest ;
Man is no more; he
the
Stoopse but to Conquer; the Vicar hath
performed his sad office; It Is a mournful task from which the Hermit may
essay to meet the dread tyrant with
more than Grecian or Roman

It would be

Good-nature-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
June 5, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that tho following named settler has illeu notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register or receiver nt Santa Ft, N. M

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
(SUNSHINE ROUTE,

FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLC

on .Inly 12, 190G, viz. George A. Rlg-don- ,
for the N 2 SW 4, Sec. 13; N 2
SK 4, Sec.
T 10 N, R. 13 E. He

8ERVICE.

UTEAMSHIP

rotclfiff rrf

mums the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Juan Ortiz, of Gnllsteo, N. M.
Pedro Lopez, of Galisteo, N. M.
Teodoro Vianneba, Galisteo, N. M.
Frniterlo Chavez, Palma, N. M.
MANUKL

via TORRANCE GATE WAV.

TIC

TI

"

It. OTERO,

Register.
Special summer rates to Los Aage
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coast
points by way of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway,
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
For Information call on or address S,
B. Grlmshaw,
general passenger agent.
If you want anything on oarth
n New Mexican "ad."

try

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication first
Monday ot each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
P. in.
41. V. STEPHENS, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
1, A.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday ot each month at
Masonlo Hall at 7:30

l,

1. in.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SEUQMAN, Secy.

a

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso &. Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa F
with the Denver & Rio Grende Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. QRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst Sec'y and Treas.
J. P. LYNG,

Santa Fo Commondery No.
Regular (Conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonlo Hall at
r : HO p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, K. C.
W. II. KENNEDY, Recorder.

A. L. GRIMSHAW,

Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt
City Freight and Pasa. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

1, K. T.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Ancient and Accepted
Rile ot Scottish Free Masonry meets
on tho third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south aide ot Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rita Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLET, 32.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
14th degreo,

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodgo, No. 2, 1 O. O. F.,
meola every Thursday evening la Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brolhora welcomn.
MAX ICALTER, N. G.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third. Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER. C. O.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. II. BOWLER, Master of Finance.

a. p. o. e.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. Q. B.,
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays ot each month
The Temple of Diana.
The most noted fire which Involved Visiting brothers are Invited and we
NORMAN L. KING, 1. R.
the burning of a single edifice was the come.
destruction of the great temple of DiA. J. FISCHER, Secy.
ana at Ephesns lu B. O. 350 on the
night Alexander the Great was born.
FRATERNAL UNION.
The Ore was kindled by Herostratus,
who when apprehended confessed that
.na Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
bis only desire was to transmit his Union ot America, Regular meetings
name to further ages. He was put to first and third Mondays In each month
death with exquisite and prolonged at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall
tortures, and the Epbeslan senate com- San Francisco street. Visiting Frat-ermanded that on pain of death his name
welcome.
should nerer be pronounced, hoping
R, L. BACa, .fraternal Muter.
thus to disappoint his expectation.
DAVID GON2ALB3, Secy.
WAOQtl Q. MONTOTA, Tree

a

'

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USLNG RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3E0AUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

T

15c
Stamp, not over 2$ inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3J inches long, ,80c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15o
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over 6 inches long. ...ilk
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
6c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 2$o extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used ia over one-ha-ll
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
fOo
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
85c
Regular lino Dator
Defiance or Model Band Dater
$1.60
Fao Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.60
Tcarl Check Protector
1.00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
35c; 3JI6J, 80c;
lx2, 10c; 2x3J, 15c; 21x31, 25c;
One-lin-

1

41x7,7lc.

2i4,

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JJEW PEXICAJI PRIJiTIJG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

PAGE EIGHT,

&LNTA lJbi SEW MEXICAN, CSA.NTA FE,

BAhS,

GfQCEfS.

LEG

BRIDGE OVER
PRISONER MISSING
THE SAPELLO.
AT PENITENTIARY

BUTCF,EPVS!

.N

.M.

FRIDAY,

N

AND RESET.

it Will Be of Stone or Cement Items James Scott, Under Sentence forjW. 0, Buddocke, Manager of Las
Interest from the Meadow
gas Electric Street Railway Un- Counterfeiting in San Miguel
derwent this Painful Operation
County, Cannot Be Found.
City.
j
'

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street,
(irocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
No.

WATER MELONS.
Nice. ripe, red Texas watermelons
we are now selling at, per pound .02

County Surveyor E. D. Holt is drawthe plana for 'Che county bridge
on the Mora Road over the Sapello
River. It will be either stone or oe
FRESH BREAD.
ment. The building of t'ho bridge has
During (lie warm weather our bread ueen oraereu Dy uie nonru 01 county
trade usually increases among the commissioners.
11 ..........
..rn.m
L..ntn..A
vma u,cu
E"""1UC umx'"' nau"
families. Too hot to bake and stew
a tew days ago at
ot
vegas
yourself over a hot. range, All kinds
bread,1
of white wheat, graham and rye
Robert E. Campbell of Yazoo City,
per loaf 5c; rolls, cookies find dough-- j Mississippi, died at Las Vegas on
nuts, Oe per dozen.
Wednesday of consumption. He was
22 years.
aged
GOODS.
LUNCH
John G. Ellington of Morchead, Ken- We try lo carry (ho besl lino ohtueky, died on Wednesday at the Las
canned moats, fish, cheese, wafers, Vegas Tent City of tuberculosis. He
crackers, etc., in the Territory. Come) was 3C years old.
Mrs. Eiicarnacion A. de Perez
in and look at what we have when you!
of taking an outing of any sort, cumlx'd at Las Vegas on Wednesday
Deviled ham tongue, etc
u&i0f heart trouble in her 47th year.
Sardines at any price from fin up
Jacob Block of Las Vegas died at
.4(1
to
Kansas City, Missouri, on Wednesday
2
.2:.
for
cans
Oood lmiorted sardines.
of apoplexy. He was BO years old
.10
Fair quality
and was formerly in the clothing bus.45
Very fine ones, 2 cans for
.on: iness at the Meadow Olty.
Unoeda biscuit
Rev. Harry H. Treat has resigned
.051
or
animals
ZuZtis
Lemon snaps,
as
ipastor of tiho Las Vegas BapiLIst
Frotanas, Uneeda ginger wafers.
Church and his resignation has been
Social Teas. Five O'cock Teas
tiraham or Oatmeadl crackers ,10 accepted. Mr. Treat will go to RochFerndoll Sulnd Dressing, per bottle Ijni esler, New York, to enter the Roches
lor Theological Seminury,
BERRIES.
The board of county commissioners
appointed
Hipollto Palomino road supCalifornia
Wt'
r0 "ow
't','vi"g
50.
1 he
almwhorrios
quality is ervisor of Precinct No.
The funeral of John M. Holland
very fine
who died at Las Vegas of consumption
FIREWORKS.
was held on Wednesday from the
We have a line of fireworks which Ohureh of the Invmaculate Concepwe are selling at lc, 5c, and 10c. They cion.
are good value,
Flags, firecrackers,
etc.
COMMISSIONERS
No.

ing

G.

"

T

CHEAP MILK.

s

Our supply of Rocky Mountain condensed cream Is sufficient to last us
several weeks longer. Per can.. ."5

dipn-therl-

I

CHIPPED BEEF.
We have secured a quantity of sliced
beef in one-halpound
glass jars,
15
which wo offer at
MEAT MARKET.

uur meat

suc-thln- k

is clean when we receive

every care to get
In the same conWe devote a special departdition.
ment to this class of goods. It is securely screened against files, and being In the rear of the room is loss
liable to take up dust from the street.
If your moat supply is not entirely
satisfactory we would like an opportunity to show what we can dn. Not
how cheap, but how good.
It and we exercise
It to our customers

MEXICAN

DISHES.

A new shipment of Mexican dishes;
has been opened up. It consists of!
Chicken Tamales in the husk. Red!
iini.i
,uh ni.ii
i.m,i.,
wiiuci
.iu
imiicj Limns nut,
led corn and chile, and Chile con
These goods are packed in one,
two and three pound cans and are sold
at 10c, 15c, and 20c per can as to size.
The quality is exceptionally good, being the best we think that are packed.

n.n

onl,

Car-no- .

.

IN SESSION

THE OLD CURIO STORE

J.

S.

.fit

CAVDKLARIO
u

FraiHioo

St

As Board of Equalization

GENUINE INDIAN GOODS

NEW GOODS

&,

CURIOSITIES

JUST RECEIVED
CALL and SEE.

!

ft

9&X

Xev Mexlcaa.

Plae

nw

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
New Mexic

Santa Fe,

IPHANCISCO

HUGHES.

.

PKI.IJA DO.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

:

AND METALS.

New York, July 6. Money on call
Italian Tries To Slay Former Partner.! easy at 2
per cent
Prime mercantile paper, fj'f?5t-2- .
But Shot "Innocent By
Silver 64
stander."
New York, July C Copper nndj
Trinidad, Colo., July C Chasing lead dull, unchanged.
St. Louis, Mo., July C Speller
over the hills in an effort to elude arrest, Andre Bander, an Italian, is be- quiet, 5.87
WOOL MARKET.
ing sought by the officers or this counSt. Louis, .Mo., July 6. Wool steady
ty. At a late hour last night the sheriff's office here was notified of a
territory and western mediums, 28;
shooting at Forbes, where an Italian fine medium 1820; fine lC(f20.
had killed a Mexican. The dead man
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
was an Innocent bystander.
Bander
Chicago, July fi. Wheat, July, 79;
took a shot at his former partner, J. Sept., 79
D. Cooper.
Just what the cause of the
Com, July, 51
Sept., 51
shooting was is not known.
Oats, July, 38
Sept., 34
The bullet grazed Cooper's head 34
and killed a Mexican named Lucero.
Pork, July, $17.50; Sept., f 17.00.
Officers are now out with bloodhounds.
Lard,
July, $8.82
Sept, $8.97
Forbes is a mining camp twenty miles
Ribs, July, $0.50; Sept., $9.37
north of this city. Outside of the fact
STOCK MARKET.
that Lucero was hilled, but. little is
Closing Stocks, July C. Atchison,
known of the affair.
i
N. Y. Central, 130
88; pfd., 98
Union
Penna., 126; So. Pac, 63
MRS. ELLIS AP- Amal;:a-- !
pfd., 93
Pacific, 144
mated Copper, 99
steel, 34
PLIES
4

TTTTI

.

UBLISHERS

RINTERS..
BINDERS

o

:

Santa Pe

;

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

j

We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy, Let us show you our list of property.

West 8ide of Plaza,

t

Infomatloa Add re tat
For Illustrated Advertising Matter
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. md T. A., DENVER, COLORADO, or
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

REPORT.

i

Insurance and Real Estate
Office

PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Delays at Anj Station.

flood-proo-

Vst

Mamnfacturet Of

A.

Connection at Denver with all liaaa East and West
Time at Quick and Rates aa Low as Other Lines.

i

Mercantile Stationery

VI

TOZZ

DENVElC PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

'

m w mm muss

LH

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

;

for WcddUg Card aatd AauouacrmaU al

U the

"Scenic Line of the World."

i

!

EADQUAPJERS
Um

MONEY

GRAPE

j

NEW GOODS!

NEW GOODS!

y

DENVER & RIO

i

INDIAN
POTTERY.

MEXICAN
BA8KETWARE,

Tax

KILLED ANOTHER!

f

The following letter from W. O.
Duddecke, manager of the electric
street railway In Las Vegas, to the
editor of the Las Vegas Optic, James
(J. McNary, recently received, is interesting to Mr. Buddccke's friends in
this city and elsewhere in New Mexico. The letter reads:
"Under tho examination of an
machine, it was found that my
leg was in bad condition w.hich
made it necessary to nave It
and operated on, all nf which has
been successfully done, and I will now
have a good leg to walk on. But I
will lose six months' time when I can
least spare it. I think the medical
fraternity of Las Vegas ought to invest in an
machine. It w,ould
seem to be essential to have one or
two such machines in a town the size
of Las Vegas.
"I suppose I will be laid up now
for two or three weeks before I can
got out of my room, which is anything
but pleasant, especially just at this
time when I ought to be on the
ground and see to the completion of
our Improvements and other matters.
Some of my projects will have to bo
abandoned for the present, and I hope
that the people of Las Vegas will be
patient with my company."1

MARKET

MISSED ONE MAN

Ve-o-

The Board of County Commissioners met as a Board of TJqualizatlon
this forenoon, pursuant to adjournment, in lis office at the court house
Present:
Hon.
Arthur
Soligman,
chairman; Hon. A. L. Kendall, com-- I
mlssloner; Hon. Jose Inez Roybal,
commissioner; Marcos Cost illo, pro-- ;
bate clerk.
The forenoon session was devoted
to hearing complaints on raises in
assessments and taking action on the
same. It was found impracticable to
FOR DIVORCE pfd., 98
make the tax Jevy for the present
year at this meeting on account of '
LIVE STOCK.
L'h
delay and unnrenaredness of the Daughter of President RiDlev Desires
Kansas City, Mo., July 6. Cattle
Freedom from Unfaithful
records of the county assessor. The
Receipts 2,000; steady. Native steers,
board will meet again July 24th at
Husband.
$4.006.10; southern steers, $3.00
which time the levy will he announcs.10; southern cows, ?2.003.50; naA Chicago dispatch says that Mrs.
ed, provided tho assessor's books will
tive cows and helferB, $2.005.35;
have been closed and will be ready Alice M. Ellis, daughter of E. P. Rip-le- Blockers
and feeders, $2.754,35;
of
the
Fe
Santa
president
for the Inspection and approval of
Road, bulls,
calves, $2.505.50;
$2.404.00;
filed
has
suit
for divorce from Jerome western
the board.
fed steers, $3.755.r0; westThis afternoon the board having A. Eiiis, a dealer in railway supplies. ern fed cows, $2.504.25.
finished its business as a Board of Statutory charges are made in the
Sheep Receipts, 3,000; steady. Mutbill and Pauline Robson is named as
Equalization, attended to county afIt is declared that the tons, $5.00(S6.25; lambs, $5.757.75;
fairs, filled several existing vacancies
escapades of Mr. Ellis date back to range wethers, $5.256.25; fed ewes,
In precinct officials and road
super- - September, 1904.
$i.755.0,
visors and adjourned subject to the
Chicago, July fi. CattleReceipts,
call of the chair.
13,000; steady to strong. Beeves, $4.10
RAILROAD SURVEYORS
6.15; cows and heifers, $1.305.20;
ON RIO GRANDE. stockers
and feeders, $2.60(34.50;
MURDER AND SUICIDE
Texans, $:i.7.r(ffi4.75;
calves, $4.75
The oft told story that the Santa Fe 6.00.
IN ALBUQUERQUE
Is
to
f
a
build
line
Railway
10,000;
Sheep Receipts
strong.
Harvey D. Dillard Shoots Wife, Then down the Rio Grande River Valley is Sheep, $4.fi0(fT.fi.l5; - lamlw,
$5.50
given fresh color by the report that 7.35.
Puts Bullet Through His Own
a party of surveyors is at work near
Brain.
San Marcial and Socorro.
The engineering corps Is at work
OFFICIAL MATTERS,
Albuquerque, July 6. His hand still
the body of running a north and south line in the
clasqing a
Harvey D, Dillard was found in a room edge of the valley well up on the
Postmaster Appointed.
at his home in this city by a relative high ground. The line passes conGuy V. Fischer has been appointed
yesterday morning, Tying near the siderably west of Socorrd, well up todead body of his wife. It was a clear ward Socorro Mountain and keeps postmaster at Kennedy, Santa Fe
case of murder and suicide. The Dil- at the same elevation along the val- County, vice Benito Seler, resigned.
lard s are negroes. It Is supposed the ley below. It was announced a year Resignation of Clerk at Penitentiary.
deed resulted from jealousy on the ago that the Santa Fe engineers were
The New Mexican has learned from
part of the husband, although it is not to make such changes on the south reliable authority that W. D.
known whether a quarrel preceded the end as would put the line permanently
the past three years the
tragedy. Mrs. Dillard had been shot out ot all danger of flood and appar- efficient and capable clerk at the Terreout
to
be carried
through the hlght eye, after which her ently the plan is
ritorial Penl'tenMary, has tendered his
husband had placed tho gun to his gardless of cost.
resignation to Superintendent Trel- forehead and pulled the trigger.
ford to take effect as early as the po
BECAME HORSE THIEVES
sitloii can be filled 'by another appoint
AND MAKE ESCAPE ment. Mr. Netwcomb has been offered
NOTED DIVINE
two
positions, one in AlbuquerFELL DEAD Two Socorro Rowdies, After Commit- que better
and one in Socorro County ,tut
Took
has not yet made up his mind which
ting
Rev. P. L. Moyer, Originator of Par-- i
French Leave.
to accept.
ment of Religions, Victim of
School ImproveMoney
Heart Disease.
Juan Maria Baca and Samuel
ments.
Creevy, of Socorro, both of unenviD. C, July 6. An item
Cincinnati, Ohio, July 6. Rev. Dr. able reputation, assaulted the delivery iS Washington,
In tho tirtronf
COntflfnpf)
...
A.l.n..,
v
P. L. Moyer, pastor of the Church of
ui.iii.iquv;
a
for
boy working
bill which provides an
August Winkler,
appropriation
the New Jerusalem, for some years grocery merchant in the Gem
City, of $42,142.59 for the payment ot an
pastor of the largest church of his de- late Wednesday evening last. After
nomination in Chicago, dropped dead this assault, In which the boy was outstanding debt incurred in the erection of a school building and water
of heart disease today. He was the
pretty roughly handled, although not works plant at Western Navaho
of
the parliment of relig- permanently injured, they stole a valoriginator
school in
and Ztini Indian
ions, a feature of the World's Fair in uable horse belonging to James G. school in Arizona,
New Mexico. These im1893.
Fitch, the attorney, and another from provements were made in 1904.
Professor Robert P. Noble, president
Another item in the urgent defiof the School of Mines, and escaped. ciency
GENERAL MECKEL
appropriates $66.63 for the paySo far they have not been recaptured. ment of a claim for the
support of
OF JAPAN DEAD A sheriff's
Is
them.
after
posse
Indians In Arizona and New Mexico.

MEXICAN
DRAWN WORK,

INDIAN
BLANKETS.

vy

Made.

NEW GOODS

!

Today-Le-

for Year Not

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Wihen the prisoners In the Territorial Penitentiary were counted last
night, James Scott, a United States
prisoner, No. 188$, a negro, sentenced
to six years for passing counterfeit
coins In San Miguel County, could not
be found. A hurried search of the
promises failed to develop a single
clue as to his whereabouts. No one
had seen him making off and apparently no one knew w'here he was. As
soon as Captain Trelford, the superintendent, learned of the fadts in the
case, he decided that the missing man
had not succeeded in getting outside
of (he walls, but. was hiding in .the
prison yard. The yard was carefully
searched without finding a trace of
the missing convict. Nevertheless, a
heavy guard was placed on the walls
last night and today, as it was feared
Scott was In hiding and will muko an
attempt to scale the high 'brick wall
surrounding the prison.
'Some time ago Scott tried to escape by sawing the bars from the
window of the .prison kitchen.
lie
was' detected before he succeeded In
getting away.
Captain Trelford said he felt cer
tain that Scodt would he captured in t
a short time.

3, ISOfl.

JULY

N. M.

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK;

Bodily-Assau-

I i

J.

W.

AKERS.

W.

N. TOWNSEND.

-'

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried nt
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

&

Military Instructor Who Is Responsible for Many Victories of
Late War.

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.

6. Major
General
July
of
Meckel, formerly the professor
military tactics in Japan, died today.
Field Marshal Oyama ascribed his success In the battle of Mukden to Meckel's instructions.

Berlin,

Yai'll Have to Hurry

!

A lady just from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all ITALIAN WOMAN MEETS
she had. Come quick and get the
DEATH BENEATH TRAIN
first pick.
An unknown Italian woman, on her
way from Italy to join her husband
at Clifton, Arizona, on Tuesday of this
THE ORIGINAL
week, jumped in front of a Southern
at Lordsburg, Grant
OLD : CURIO : STORE Pacific train
County, and was cut In twain, death
She had
resulting instantaneously.
J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
been put off the Southern Pacific train
San Francisco St.
and had been- directed by the conductor to take the Arizona & New MexWe Are Headquarters for the Best Asico train at Lordsburg, but not
sortment of
him, she was seized with
CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA despair and committed suicide. Her
HO INDIAN BLANKETS.
daughter endeavored to
pull her back, but "he threw the girl
aside and accomplished her fatal pur301-30-

Opals and Turquois
.Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Ckrio

In the United Staes,

In-

pose.

We print the latest and best news
The New Mexican.

HEART

BROKEN

PIMA
BRAVE

A SUICIDE

Phoenix, Ariz., July 6 Heartbroken
from the death of his Indian sweetheart, who died recently, Claude M.
Pima Indian,
Enos, a
.committed suicide In East Lake Park
at an early hour yesterday morning.
For some months past he has drank
whenever it was possible to secure
liquor, but evidently from the writings In his memorandum book found
on his person after he died
satisfied himself that he would rather
be dead than to go on with the reckless life he was leading. ...
he-ha-

HEAVY

d

RAINS IN

SALT RIVER VALLEY.

RIGHT OF WAY WANTED
BY EASTERN RAILWAY.
Of New Mexico In Estancia
Now Owned By

Valley

n

Ranchers,
A petition has been recently filed
by Attorney R. C. field, of the .Eastern Railway of New Mexico, asking
that a strip of land belonging to various ranchers in the lower end of the
Estancia Valley, be condemned for a
right of way for his company's tracks.

MUCH

DAMAGE

Cannes, July 6. A destructive cyclone swept over this section yesterday and railway traffic has bem topped owing to the tracks being obstructed by uprooted trees. Many
houses were unroofed and many fishing smacks were broken to pieces
on the rocks. A barge was driven
ashore but the crew was saved. Many
sailors have been Injured,

This section
Phoenix, Ariz., July
was visited yesterday by the heaviest
rain of the season, which while it did
more or less damage to property and
crops, will be productive of great benefit to the Salt River Valley farmers.
The wheat and cantaloupe crop will
be especially affected by the' rains.
Rain has been badly needed In this
section for some time, and there are
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad."
prospects of more to come.
G.

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy

Almost every family has need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at tome time during the

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

Office

DESTRUCTIVE CYCLONE
DOES

All classes ofTblanks are kept on
hand at the offices of the New lexl-caPrinting Company.1

try

This remedy it recommended
by dealers who have told it for
many yean and bow its value.
- It
has received thouiandi of
testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory
"'
remits.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been Mot for
or a physician summoned.
It only costs a )uarter.
Cat
you afford to risk to much for ta

little?

BUY IT NOW.

-

1

ttft--
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p.

Telephone No. 30.

Fonrp

:

;

in.,'. except .Wednesday

aud Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First dsns accommodations for
: limited number of patients
New operating rooms

completely
equipped with modern Instruments.
Fa rmllc, galvanic
and static electricity.
and Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.
'

..

.

'

